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AMONG THE FARMERS.

Intense

Farming.

Read, observe, think, and above all
exercise deliberate reason as to what

MAINS.
SPLKU TUB PLOW."
sol'TH PARIS,
you will do on the farm and how yon
steam en
v tarer of general machinery,
>1 u
will do it In addition to a broader,
and tools,
machinery
·<rk.
-pool
ψ
Correspondence on practical agricultural topic» deeper and more complete knowledge,
»!'*, ill·*» ami drills made and
·. -ri\"·.
U
In
solicited.
Address all communlcatlone
the one thing next needed in Maine
Serlng, mowing and threshing matended for this department to (Iknky D.
presses, guns, pis·
work. This
npsof all klude,
re-1 Hammokd, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem- farming is more intensive
·..··
.'λ;ιι, etc., neatly and promptly
ocrat, Parle. Me.
is called for in all directions. This
steam an I water piping done to order.
never can be brought about without
bard and deep thought
l>. PARK,
Pruning Fruit Trees in New England. earnest study andfeature
of the work in
given to every
hand. Just here is where the advantage
Licensed Auctioneer,
Λ DILAPIDATED
OLD APPLE OKCH.KKD of an education comes to a farmer's aid.
MAINS.
>(.ΤΗ ΓΛΚΙί,
—BADLY PRUNED TREES THE RILE Education enables a person to think, and
Moderate.
Tortns
to draw sound
FRUIT
NEGLECTED out of the application
—THIXMNti
conclusions. One can study, think,
A PARKER,
(■RAPE
WOOD
VINES—APPLE TREE
reason without a college education if he
I»
at Law,
\t;>rnoys and Counsellors
FOR FUEL.
will put his mental powers into the
MAINS.
Kl MKORD KALLS,
work. This is just what is called for at
Λ 5|>eelal Collection Department.
the present time in farming. There
Ralph T. Parker
Io a recent ride of twenty mites across needs to be more mental power applied
>>«urg6 I). lîlsl>ee,
the country in eastern Massachusetts to the operations in hand. There is too
L. BUCS,
«•ne of the saddest sights I saw
was a
much indifferent work carried on in an
I
dilapidated old apple orchard on a farm offhand, easy way without the powers of
Surgeon Dentist,
that was once chietiy devoted to the the man being put into it to bring out
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
nursery business, and where, as a boy, I ! better, larger aud more profitable rewarranted.
went to get budding stock for my iirst sults.
\
:uy best wort
apple trees raised from the seed. I supThis indifferent, happy-go-easy way of
11. P. JONES,
pose the orchard is not far from sixty carrying on farming in Maine enters in a
years old and should be as productive measure into every branch of our operanow as it ever was. but the ground is in
Dentist,
tions. Look around and see who are
grass sod and poor at that, while the the shining lights, the young men who
MAINE.
NORWAY,
trees are mossy, unthrifty and carrying are
making a success of their business at
>r*i e Hour»—to 13—1 to 4.
many dead branches. All through the the present time. There are such, and
bad
the
result
of
orchard may be seen
in every case it will be found that they
.RATIO WOODBURY. A.M M.D.,
pruning, stubs of limbs and great knot- are men who are applying their full
holes where large branches have been
powers—not necessarily of muscle but
Physician and Surgeon,
sawn off.
I suppose squirrels, wood- of mind—into their efforts. If dairying
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
peckers and other birds do not object to is a leading branch of their business
Street.
such trees iu which to build their nests
> !
ι· an<l residence, 12 High
they are seeking to get good cows to
and rear their young, but that is not work with.
They are intently studying
what apple orchards were planted tor. their
1' Κ SMITH,
If they are breeders
management.
li
Nor was this orchard the only one of
are in search of superior animals to
they
at
Law,
Attorney
the kind I saw on my trip. Badly prun- work with, and in some way they get
MAINE.
ed trees seem to be the rule rather than theru. We once heard a noted breeder
NORWAY,
a
Collections Specialty
the exception as one travels through the
Il<*rtn RU*k.
say that he never ran up against a good
ι-ountry. Men plant trees and perhaps bull that he really felt that he ought to
y RRICK A I'ARK.
i-are for them a few yearb till they come
have to head his herd but what in some
to bearing age. 'Then when gathering
is
way he contrived to secure him. It
Attorneys at Law.
the fruit it is found that there is too
this intense application to the purby
MAINS.
much top, so much, indeed, that one
is made and
BETHSL,
pose in hand that progress
Kllery C. Park.
caunot get into the tree with comfort to success wrought out.
λ ΜΙβοη Ε. Herrlck.
gather the apples: tso before another
The same requirement obtains in the
its ». HARLOW,
picking season comes around the trees production of crops from the farm.
*re given a good (?) trimming, or what
There is little of possibilities or of enNumerous
is supposed to be good.
in indifferent crops. Boun\ttorney at Law,
couragement
MAINE
large limbs are cut off to open up the tiful crops that pay richly for the proDIX HELD,
middle of the tree so that one can get duction are
possible. Those who prorouud among the branches that are left. duce them know what is required to
11-KU.MTA WHEELER,
main
that
the
noticed
1
In ooe orchard
bring them forth. That knowledge may
branches had been cleaned of all the be mastered by others, and its results
feet
or
more
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six
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for
rruit spurs
realized, when the required powors are
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
from the trunk. A year later these
rightly directed. Intense cultivation is
Alton C· Wheeler.
tranches will be covered with water a recommendation to that end; and are
.laines S. Wright.
in the
ψ routs making the tree thicker
putting it in? Intelligent manuring;
Iu you
niddle than before the trimming.
PRO BAT Κ MOTIVES.
and are you intently studying the probklmost every old orchard une will see lem'.' Rotation of crops; have you studied
Γ ill pe τ-Ηοηβ Interested In either of the Estateherelnatter named
Hubs of limbs a few inches long that
of
up a system that meets the demand
\t λ Probate Court, held at Pari*. In and
Some people
ire dead and rotting.
the present time'.' There is too much unthe County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday <>f
ieem to be afraid to cut a limb close for
Miy, In the year of our Lord one thou*an<l
certainty in commonplace effort aud in
The f dlowlng matter
M.
hun lrvd aud dve
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Perhaps they
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standard of our farming still higher is to
.■t the clock In th forenoon, and be heart there
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is
In
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sawing apply
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CLARA WASHBURN, late of Bucktlcld, de- limb will fall without tearing off bark.
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However the work is done, when tinishStirring the Soil.
nted by Leila A. Davis, the executrix therelu
•d the cut surface on the tree should be
named.
In tlie article» on grass culture fursmooth and solid. A thick coat of paint nished the Maine Parmer by Geo. M.
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repeated working and grinding down of
Ilea η. administratrix.
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►r by beating
soil, in preparation for the seeding.
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for
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one preparation
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new
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With so much evidence brought out in
ihouid look ahead and prepare for the
MOTIC E.
proof of the effect of this thorough
harvest. Since spraying has become a
working in preparation for crop producThe jubm-rlber hereby gives notice that she has
more importance
still
is
of
it
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last
the
of
necessity
en duly appointed executrix
tion there can no longer be a doubt as to
an1! testament of
that the trees be so trained that they its
importance in aid of bountiful crops.
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may be easily reached without the use
In traveling across a neighboring
unity of oxford, deceased. All persont>f loug ladders, (iotnl orchardists now town a few
havlng demands against the estate of said dedays ago, where the raising
ike to have the branches start low of sweet corn for the canning factory is
cease»! are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to iown, not more than two or three feet
made a leading feature of the farming,
make pavment Immedlatelr.
From the ground. Not too many main much of the land intended for the corn
ELLEN R. ST Ε V RNS.
M ay 10th. ISM.
to
allowed
be
should
start,
tranches
in
crop was not then plowed, and lay
three to live are enough, and they the natural
MOTIVE.
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level
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the
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start
all
not
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The subscrll>er hereby gives notice that she
weeks' time theu remained to plow and
hit" been duly appointed executrix of the last
is that will give a weak connection with
should
propare the land before the seed
will and testament of
:he maiu trunk. A forked tree is not be
This brief time could not
planted.
EDWIN Ε RICHMOND, late of Oxford,
for it will be pretty
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons worth half price
give opportunity for that thorough
having demands against the estate of said de- jure to split down when loaded with
preparation of the soil which has been
for
nettle
same
the
oreeent
desired
to
ceased are
iruit or ice. The branches are stronger
so essential in aid to liberal harproven
inent, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
on
when starting several inches apart
make pu ν ment Immediately.
vests. Hence a large measure of the
in
LOUISA A. RICHMOND.
:he trunk. I have made the mistake
May IKth, 1SUS.
advantage which should have been realuy own orchards of letting too many ized, and which experiment and experiare
the
trees
iinall limbs remain when
ence have proved can be secured from
an inch in
foung. A half dozen limbs
thorough preparation, must necessarily
do
one
another
near
iiameter growing
be lost to the operator from delaying
lot look much in the way, but when
the work on these corn lands to a time
in
inches
We carry a good line of
six
or
be
tive
to
has
come
jach
We accept the
so near the planting.
Iiameter there may not be room between fact that a farmer cannot always get at
them to get in a saw for thinning them a
piece of work as promptly as its best
If we would have well shaped interests call for. At the same time it ie
jut.
trees at maturity we must look ahead
quite as true that he baa to pay dearly
ind see them as they will appear years for the
delay through the discount from
be
The best fruit can only
pro- the otherwise full measure of the resultiience.
are
enough open ing crop.
iuced upon trees that
nside to give plenty of light aud a free
Every farmer knows that in New Engbranches
the
air
of
circulation
among
and especially iu this state, the
land,
of
mass
Our line of
is
in
the
It
md leaves.
tangled
time for the preparation of the land for
in
their
diseases
that
fungus
get
foliage
the spring seeding is short.
Every
work most easily. Again it is only effort
possible, therefore, should be put
where the trees are somewhat open that forth to start in this
important preparathe spraying material can be readily
work ahead of the time when the
Is larger than ever before.
trees tory
leaves.
the
all
to
Young
ipplied
advancing season requires that it must
that are well fed by good cultivation are
stop. Much of this work can b-> done
is
than
Prices Reasonable.
ipt to make longer wood growth
in autumn. To be successful, a farmer
within
reach
lesirable. To keep a tree
must be active and ready to take advanshortened
be
these long growths should
tage of every step that serves to insure
in, especially those which grow up into the bounty of the harvests.—Maine
the air. I have some Japan plum trees Farmer.
that were thus neglected at a time they
South Paris, Maine.
were making a growth of four or five
Don't be Shiftless!
feet in a season. I shortened them in
uome but not enough and the result is
Don't get into a shiftless habit of
that it costs too much to thin the fruit reading or thinking, or doing things.
»nd to harvest it. Trees that over-bear Keep snugged up in your mind and
must be thinned or the fruit will not be habits.
Get into the habit of being
Dealers in
worth picking in these times. Thi> best prompt with your work and in paying
fair
at
in
demand
fruit is always
prices your debts. Don't acquire the loose,
but such as grows on many of the trees belter-skelter, shiftless way of looking
I saw in my trip is unsalable in ordinary at things and doing things. If you are
of bearshiftless, you will be poor. There is no
years. A good, thrifty orchard
ing age will sell a farm anywhere be- help for it, you will be poor. Poverty
It is
cause it is worth buying, but such trees invariably follows shiftlessness.
as 1 saw in many places would turn away the man who is orderly, neat and snug
ALSO
I do not see why about bis farm work that keeps control
λ buyer at first sight.
Shlftlessness of habit
Cement sidewalks made in 18 and owners of worthless fruit trees do not of his work.
thus improve comes from having a loose, untrained
and
fuel
out
for
dig them
24 inch squares for $1.25 per square the
useA
farms.
their
of
man
and unorganized mind. "As a
appearance
yard. Cement steps made to order. less tree is worse than useless because it thiuketh iu his heart, so is he."
is always a harbor for injurious insects
South Faits," Maine.
and all the diseases that trees are heir to.
An interesting and quite remarkable
They are a menace to good orchards by milk record in respect to uniformity
being a breeding ground for what will of production comes from the façm of
injure other and better trees. I saw the S. C. Manley of the Farmer. A grade
trunks of apple trees that were nearly or
Jersey, 7 years old, which calved Deo.
quite two feet in diameter with scarcely 30, 1904, produced milk as follows durof
heart
of
some
a branch left, and the
ing the flrst fourteen days of May: thirJeweler and Graduate
them was all rotted out. There U no teen out of the fourteen
days her milk
of
the
that
fuel
than
for
wood
better
18 lbs. in the morning and 15
to weighed
wood
difficult
is
not
it
and
a
apple,
lbs. at the evening milking; on the Oth
work up with suitable tools. I have no inst. her milk
weighed 17 lbs. at morndoubt but many of the farmers along
ing milking and 16 at evening. The
the route traveled have the impression feed ration
during the fourteen days was
that fruit raising does not pay in these 2
and β quarts bran or β
quarts
gluten
district
times, and yet right in the same
oats daily with what hay she
quarts
trees
of
thrifty
is a large, young orchard
would eat clean, fed twice a day and 20
already in bearing that doe· pay well. quarts water twice daily. It will be
faith
to
the
due
is
The difference
largely
noticed that there was no variation
or lack of it in the owners of the differwhatever during the two weeks' test
ent farms.
which oertainly ia a creditable record.—
I presume taking the country through Maine Farmer.
there is no fruit more neglected in the
pruning than the grape. Vines in
YOU τυ SEND US YOUR
"What about the 'seedless apple?'
arbors, trellises or running over fences
asks a fruit grower." Let this be the
or trees are allowed to have their own
The Assistant Pomologist of
answer.
way year after year till they are only a
ami have Ihsin made Into hamtaotne,
Department of Agriculture at
of interlaced vine-growth and the
mass
ilenlrable
Washington, W. A. Taylor, states that
sickly looking leaves among which may "this
apple has no standing whatever
be found at times a few green, unripe
men and horticulturists,
clusters that no one can eat. Grape among apple
that the uninformed public ia apat about one-half the eo-t of any rug
wood must be kept within bounds or it ! but
taken in."—
i
is not worth keeping at all. Two or patently being saoceaafully
you can buy. Sen·! for booklet M
Farmer.
three strong canes of the previous year's Maine
NOVELTY RUG CO.,
growth will produce good, sweet fruit
jM CoagreM Street,
Care for the cows yoa bave in the beet
while an over-grown vine will be worthMAINE.
PORTLAND,
leas.—Λ. W. Cheever in New England way and get better ones as soon as
Farmer.
possible.
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Arrange.!
rave."
"But how?"
"It was not exactly h pleasant operation, but the only laws of necessity
are those which must he broken."
She understood that he did not wish
a

··

CHAPTER XI.

HE sailor knew so accurately
tbe position of his reliable sentinels that he could follow each
phase of the Imaginary conflict
The
on the other side of the island.
tirst outbreak of desultory firing died
away uinidst u chorus of protest from
evpry feathered inhabitant of the Isle,

lier to question him further.

Perhaps

curiosity, now that he was safe, might
have vanquished lier terror and led to
so Jenks assumed that the Dyaks had
another demand for enlightenment, but
gathered again on the beach after rid- at that instant the sound of an angry

dling the scarecrows with bullets or
slashing them with their heavy razor
edi:ed swords.
A hasty council was probably held,
aud, notwithstanding their fear of the
silent company in the hollow, an advance was ultimately made along the

voice and the crunching of coral away
to the left drove all else from her
mind.
"They are coming by way of the
beach, after all," whispered Jenks.
Ile was mistaken in a sense. Anothof intermittent
tiring
outburst
er
among the trees on the north side of
the ridge showed that some at leafct of

Within a few yards they enbeach.
countered the invisible cord of the
third spring gun. There was η report
and another fierce outbreak of musketry. This was enough. Not a man
would move a step nearer that abode
The next commotion
of the dead.
aros-e on the ridge near the North cape.
"At this rate of progress," said
Jenks to the girl, "they will not reach
house until daylight."
"I almost wish they were here," was
the quiet reply. "1 liiul this waiting
and listening to be trying to the
our

the I»yaks were advancing by their
former route. The appearance of the
Dyak chief on the flat belt of shinple,
with his right arm slung across his
breast, accompanied by not more than
half a dozen followers, showed that a
few hardy spirits had dared to pass
the valley of death, with all its name-

j
|

nerves."
They were lying on a number of
ragged garments hastily spread on the
ledge and peering intently into the
The
moonlit area of Prospect park.
great rock Itself was shrouded in somEven if they stood upj
ber shadows.
none could see them from the ground,
so dense was the darkness enveloping |
them.

less terrors.

They advanced cautiously enough, as
though dreading a surprise. The chief

carried

a

bright

parang In

his

left

hand:* the others were armed with
gnus, their swords being thrust through
belts.
Creeping forward on tiptoe,
though their distant companions were
making a tremendous row, they looked a murderous gang as they peered
across the open space, now brilliantly
illuminated by the moon.
Jenks had

a

sudden intuition

that

the right thing to do now was to shoot
lie dismissed the
the whole, party.
thought at once. All his preparations
were governed by the hope that the
•pirates might abandon their quest after
hours of fruitless search. It would be
most unwise, he told himself, to precipitate hostilities. Far better avoid a
conflict altogether, if that were possible. than risk the immediate discovery
of Ids inaccessible retreat.
In other words, he made a grave mistake. which shows how a man may err
when ovcragouteed by the danger of

the woman lie loves. The bold course
was the right one. By killing the Dyak
leader he would have deprived the enemy of the dominating influence in this
campaign of revenge. When the main
body, already much perturbed by the
unseen and intauglhle agencies which

tire at tiiem lu the wood, arrived in l'rospect park to lind only the
dead bodies of their chief and his small
force, tiieir consternation could be turned into mad panic by a vigorous bombardment from t ho rock.
Probably in less than an hour after
t'-elr lauding t:.e whole tribe would
have rushed pellmell to tl:e boats, cursing tl.e folly which led them to this
devil haunted island. But it serves no
g iod purpose to say what might have
been. As it was, the Dyaks, silent now
and moving with the utmost caution,
passed the well and were about to approach the cave when one of them saw

opened

■
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KememDer

mi
mi

7V.fi/ mltxtneed ciutiounlu.
lie turneu sugntiy «ηα ιοοκ ner uana.
It no more
It was cool ami moist.
trembled than hit» own.
"The Dyaks are far more scared than
yon." he murmured, with a laugh.

and courageous as they are.
they dare not face a spook."
"Then what a pity it is we cannot
conjure up a ghost for their benefit.
All the spirits I have ever read about
Why cannot one be
were ridiculous.
"Cruel

useful occasionally?"
The question set him thinking. Unknown to the girl the materials for a

dramatic apparition

were

bidden amid

the bushes near the well. He cudgeled
his brains to remember the stage effects of juvenile days, but these needed limelight, blue tiares, mirrors, phos-

phorus.

The absurdity of hoping to devise
011
any such accessories while perched
a ledge in a remote island, a larger
reef of the thousands in the China sea.

tickled him.

"What is it?" asked Iris.
He repeated his list of missing stage
properties. They had nothing to do but
to wait, and people in the very crux
and maelstrom of existence usually
discuss trivial things.
"I don't know anything about phosphorus." said the girl, "but you can
obtain queer results from sulphur, ami
there is an old box of Norwegian
matches resting at this moment on the
shelf in my room. Don't you remember? They were in your pocket, aud
you were »oiug to throw them away.

Why. what

are

you doing?"

For Jenks had cast the rope ladder
loose and was evidently about to de
sccud.
"Have 110 fear." he said. "I will not

away five minutes."
"If you are goiug dowu I must come
with you. I will not be left here
alone."
"Please do not stop me," he whispered earnestly. "You must not come.
I will take no risk whatever. If you
remain here you can warn me Instantly. With both of us on the ground we
will Incur real danger. 1 waut you to
keep a sharp lookout towanl Turtle
beach in case the Dyaks come that
isway. Those who are crossing the
land will not reach us for a long time."
She yielded, though unwillingly. She
was tremulous with anxiety on his acbe

count.

He vanished without another word.
She next saw him In the moonlight
near the well. He was rustling among
the shrubs, and he returned to the rock
with something white In his arms,
which he seemingly deposited at the
mouth of the care. He went ^iack to
the well and carried another similar
Then he ran toward the
burden.
house. The doorway was not visible
from the ledge, and she passed a few
horrible moments untf a low blss beneath caught her ear. She could tell by

the creak of the rope ladder that be
ascending. At last be reached ber
side, and she murmured, with a gaspwas

ing sob:

"Dont go away again. I cannot
stand It"
Be thought It best to sooth· her agi·
tatlon by arousing Interest. Still hauling In thé ladder wltb one band, be
held out the other, on which luminous
wisps were writhing like glowworms'

ghosts.

"You are responsible," he said. "You
gave me an excellent Idea, and I was

obliged to carry it out"

"Wbat hare you doner

the house.

Instantly they changed their tactics.
Retreating hastily to the .shiule of the
opposite cliff, they seemed to await the

coming of re-enforcements. The sailor
fancied that a messenger was dispatched by way of the north sands t ) hurry up the laggards, because the distant tiring slackened, and five minutée
lu ter a tierce outbreak of yells among

the trees to the right heralded a combined rush on the Belle Vue castle.
The noise made by the savages was
so great, (he screams of bewildered
birds circling overhead so incessant
that Jenks was compelled to speak
quite loudly when he said to Iris:

"They must think we sleep soundly
not to be disturbed by the volleys they
have fired already."
She would have answered, but he
placed a restraining linnd on her shoulder, for the I iyaks, quickly discovering
that the lint was empty, ran toward
the cave and thus came in full view.
As well as Jenks could Judge the
foremost trio of the yelping horde were
impaled 011 the bayonets of the cheval
de frise, learning too late its formidable nature. The wounded men slirleR-

agony, but their cries were
drowned in a torrent of amazed shouts
Forthwith
from their companions.
there was a stampede toward the well,
the cliff, the beaches, anywhere to get
away from that awesome cavern where
ghosts dwelt and men fell maimed at
the very threshold. The sailor, leaning us far over the edge of the rock
as the girl's expostulations would permit, heard a couple of men groaning
beneath, while a third limped away
with frantic and painful haste.
"What is it?" whispered Iris, eager
herself to witness the tumult. "What
has happened?"
"They have been routed by a box of
matches and a few dried bones," he
ed

in

answered.

There was no time for further speech.
He was absorbed in estimating the
probable number of the Dyaks. Thus
Morefar he had seen about fifty.
over. he did not wish to acquaint Iris
with the actual detuils of the artifice
that had been so potent. Her allusion
to the box of water sodden matches

had given him the notion of utilizing
active ally the bleached remains
of the poor fellow who had long ago
fallen a victim to this identical mob
He
of cutthroats or their associates.
had gathered the principal bones from
their resting place near the well, rubbed them with the ends of the matches
after damping the sulphur again and
arranged them with ghastly effect on
the pile of rubbish at the farther end
of the cave, creeping under the cheval

as an

de frise for the purpose.
Though not so vivid as he wished,
the pale glimmering headless skeleton
in the intense darkness of the interior
was appalling enough In all conscience.
Fortunately the fumes of the sulphur

fed ou the bony substance. They endured a sufficient time to scare every
Dyak who caught a glimpse of the
monstrous object crouching iu luminous
horror within the dismal cavern.
Not even the stirring exhortations of
the chief, whose vohe was raised in
furious spec-ch, could Induce his adherents to again upproach that affrighting
spot. At last the daring scoundrel himself, still wieldiug his naked sword,
strode right up to the very doorway.
Stricken with sudden stupor, he gazed
at the fitful gleams witldn. Ile prodded the cheval de frise with the pa·

ruug Here was something detinite and
Then he dragged one of the
solid.
wounded men out into the moonlight.
Again Jenks experienced an itching
lîesire to send a bullet through the
Dyak'e head. Again he resisted the
impulse. Aad so passed that which is
vouchsafed by fate to few men-a second opportunity.
Another vehement harangue by tue
chief goaded s»me venturesome spirits
Into carrying their wounded comrade
ov.t of sight, presumably to the hut
Inspired by tiiei;· leader's fearless example. they even removed the third injured Liynk from the vicinity of the
ctve but ti.e celerity of their retieat
caused t:.e v.etch to bawl in agony.
The »K-;t un ivtaklug was no sooner
ui.picclîuci: by the sailor than he hurried! ν caused Iris to shelter herself be,-e tii the tnrpuuliu. while he cowered
close 10 the Uoor of the ledge, looking
unlv throur-h the screen of tall grasses.
They kindled a tire near the well. Soon
its ruddy glare lit up the dark rock
with fantastic ilickerings and drew
scintillations from the weapons and or-

naments of the hideously picturesque
hoide gutbered in its vicinity.
Ί hey spoke a language of hard

vowels and nasal resonance and ate
what be judged to be dry Ush, millets
and strips of tough preserved meat,
which they cooked on small iron skewers stuck among the glowing embers,
llis heart sank as he counted sixty-one,
ull told, assembled within forty yards
of the lodge, l'robably several others

broadcast through the sky i>y the jet
invisible suu, the sailor was aroused
by the qu'.et fluttering of a bird al>out
to settle ou tlie rock, but etarUed by
the sight of him.
His faculties were at once on the
alert, though he little realized the dancer betokeued by the bird's rapid dart
into the void. Turning first to peer at
Iris he satisfied himself that she was
still asleep.
Her Hps were slightly
parted in a smile. She might be
dreaming of summer and England. He
noiselessly wormed his way to the
verge of the rock and looked down
through the grass roots.
The Dyaks were already stirring.
Some were replenishing the fire, others

drawing water, cooking. eati"K·
smoking long thin stemmed pipes witfi
absurdly small bowls or oiling their
lltnbs and weapons with impartial eneri:v. The chief yet lay stretched on
the sand, but when the first beams of
the suu gilded the waters a man
stooped over the prostrate form and
said somethlug that caused the sleeper
to rise stiffly, supporting Uiraself ou
were

his uninjured arm. They at once went
off together toward Europa point.
"They have found the boat, thought
Jenks. "Well, they are welcome to all
the Information It affords.
...
The chief gave some order, at which

they all hung back sheepishly. Cursing
them In choice Malay, the chief seized
a thick faggot and strode In the direction of the cave. Goaded into activity
by his truculent demeanor, some folwere guarding the boats or prowling
lowed him, and Jenks. unable to see,
about the island. Indeed, events provbut listening anxiously, knew that they
ed that more than eighty men had
were tearing the cheval tie frlee from
come ashore In three large sampans,
Its supports. Nevertheless none of the
roomy and fleet craft, well fitted for
party entered the excavation.,
pir&ticul excursions up river estuaries ι working
They feared the parched bones that
or along a coast.
shone by night.
They were mostly barelegged rascals. 1
As he had not been able to complete
loose
huts,
jackets
wearing Malay
the communicating shaft it was not
«
Huand
sandals.
to
the
knee
reaching
now of vital Importance should the
man differed essentially from the otb
to the Interior. let
He was habited in the conven- l)vaks penetrate
ers.
he thanked the good luck that had
tional attire of au Indian .Mohammeshowered such a heap of rubbish over
dan, and his skin was brown, while the
the spot containing his chief stores and
beneath
were
yellow
swarthy Dyaks
the vein of gold. Wild as
the dirt. Jenks thought from the man- covering
these fellows were, they well knew the
ner in which his turban was tied that
of the precious metal, and if l>y
he must beu l'uujabi Mussulman—very I value
chance they lighted upou such a well
likely an escaped convict from the An-1
delineil lotie they might not quit the
damans.
island for weeks.
not
reThe most careful scrutiuy did
At last on a command from the chief
veal any arms of precision. They all
scattered in various direccarried muzzle loaders, either antiquat- the Dyaks
Some turned toward Europa
ed tlintlocks or guns sutlicieutly mod- tions.
the majority went to the
ern to be titted with nipples for per- point, but
enst along Turtle beach or by way of
cussion caps.
I
was .losertEach Dyak, of course, sported a pa- t')e lagoon. Prospect park
ed. They were scouring hoi h sections
few
a
bore
rang and dagger-like creese;
of the island in full force.
spears, and about a dozen shouldered
The quiet watcher on the ledge took
lhe
u long straight piece of bamboo,
no needless risks.
Though it was imnature of this implement the sailor
had
possible to believe any
could uot determine at the moment
for his special tiencl t. an
In the neighborhood of the lire anl bet η olanued
accident might betray hlin. λ\ iU> the
animated discussion took place. Though
utmost clrci nspectlon he rose on all
it was easy to see that the chief was
fours and. with comprehensive
all paramount, his fellow tribesmen exand both strips
ercised a democratic right of free examined trees, plateau
of beach for signs of a lurking foe. lie
speech and outspoken opinion.
need have no fear. Of all places in he
Flashing eyes and expressive hands
island the Dyaks least huagln«lI that
were turned toward the cave and hut
their quarry had lain all night within
the
warm
debate
when
the
Once
grew
earshot of their encampment.
branch
chief snatched up a burning
jenks slid back down the ledge and
and held it over the blackened embers
wakened Iris. She sat up in9f the tire extinguished by Jenks. He gently
and gazed at him with wonderjeemed to draw some detinite couelu-1
slon from an examination of the char- ing eyes.
Ι·"our ru I lest sue snouiu iornei nui
coal. and the argument therefortb prohe placed a warning linsurroundings,
ceeded with less emphasis. >Wiate\er
υη his lips.
It was tha4 he said evidently carried ger
"Oli," «lie saiil in a whisper, "are
jouvictlou.
still here?"
Iris, nestling close to the sailor, whis- they
lie told her what had happened and

«[ratageni

stantly

pered:

"I)o you know what he has found
»utr
"I can only guess that he can tell by
the appearance of the burned wood
liow long it Is since it was extinguished. Clearly they agree with him."
"Then they know we are still here?"
"Either here or gone within a few
In any case they will make a
lours.
thorough search of the island at dayjreak."

"Will It be dawn soon?"

"Yes. Are you tired?"
"A little crumped—that is all."
"Don't think I am foolish. Can you
manage to sleep?"
"Sleep! With those men so near!"
We do not know how long
"Yes.
they will remain. We must keep up
iHir strength.
Sleep, next to food and

Irink, is u prime necessity."
•if it will please you I will try." she
said, with such sweet readiness to
obey his slightest wish that the won[1er is he did not kiss her then and
there.
By previous instruction she

that they should have someeat while the coast was clear
She needed no second bidbeneath.
ding, for the long vigil of the previous
night had made her very hungry, anil

suggested
thing

to

the two breakfasted right royally on
biscuit, cohl fowl, ham and good water.
In this, the inner section of their refa bird
uge, they could be seen only by
or by a man standing on the distant
rocky shelf that formed the southern
extremity of the opposite clitï, and the
sailor kept a close lookout in that di-

rection.
Iris was about to throw the remains
of the feast into an empty oil tin provided for refuse when .leaks restrained
her,

said smilingly.
"Scraps
should be the lirst course next time.
We must not waste an atom of food."

"So," he

V

^

~V^

Λ"·

1

the niche widened und hollowed for
lier accommodation. There so seclud·
wl was she from the outer world of
horror and peril that the course voices
beneath only reached her in a murmur.
Pulling one end of the tarpaulin over
lier, she stretched her weary limbs on

litter of twigs and leaves, commended herself and the man she loved to
tîod's keeping and, wonderful though
it may seem, was soon slumbering

peacefully.

The statement may sound passing
strange to civilized ears, accustomed
only to the routine of dally life and

inured to danger and wild surBut the soldier who has
snatched a hasty doze In the trenches,
the sailor who lias lieurd a fierce gale
buffeting the walls of his frail ark,
can appreciate the reason why Iris,
weary and surfeited with excitement,
would have slept were she certain that
the next sunrise would mark her last
not

I·

a

Common
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to others on the beach.
crucial moment had arrived.
pressed the trigger, and the
Dynk hurtled through the nir. falling
hendloug out of sight.
The sound of this, the first shot of
real warfare, awoke Rainbow island
into tremendous activity. The winged
life of the place tilled the air with r.-ueous cries, while shouting Dyaks scurried in all directions. Several came into the valley. Those nearest the fallen
man picked him up and carried him to
the well. He was quite dead. and. alThe
Jeuks

The mo n» trous object crouchIny in luinltioue horror.
"How thoughtless of me!" she ex'Tienne tell me you think
claimed.
they will go away today."
But the sailor- thing himself fiat on
the ledge and grasped a ride.
"Be still, on your life!" he said.
is a
"Squeeze into your corner. There
Dyak 011 the opposite clIIT."

True enough, a man had climbed
to that unhappily placed rocky table
and was shouting something to a confrere high on the cliff over their heads.
As yet he had not seen them nor even
noticed the place where they were concealed. The sailor Imagined from the
Dyak's gestures that he was commu-

nicating the ueelessness of further
search on the western part of the Is-

land.

When the conversation ceased be
the loud voiced savage would
descend. But uo! The scout looked
into the valley, at the well, the house,
the
the cave. Still he did not see
three
ledge. At that unlucky moment
driven from the trees ou the

hoped

birds,

crest by the passage of the Dyaks,
flew down the face of the cliff and befor some safe
gan a circling quest
perch on which to alight.
Jenks swore with an emphasis uot
the less earnest because It was mute
and took steady aim at the Dyak's left
breast. The birds fluttered about In
ever smaller circles. Then one of tliein
on to the Up of the

dropped easily

rock. Iustantly hie bright eyes eucouu-

three Avoiuiiied men in the liuii.se. who
knew i.yl what terrors threatened ami
vainly bawled for* suceur.
Again Jenks could look at Iris. Her
face was bleeding. Tlie sight madden-

ed

hlfii.

"My (bid!" he groaned. "Are you
wounded?"
She suiiled bravely at him.
"a mere
"It is nothing." she si· Id
splash from the rock which cut my
—

forehead."
Ile could
He dared not go to her.
only hope that it was no worse, so he
turned tu examine the valley once more
for vestige of a living foe.

CHAPTER XII.
HOUGH his eyes, like live coals,

glowered

with sullen fire at the

strip of sand and the rocks in
front, his troubled brain paid
perfunctory heed to his task. TL·
stern sense of duty, the ingrained force
of long years of military discipline and

amid his other injuries t!:ey
found the bullet wound, they evidently did not know whence the shot
came, for those to whom lie shouted
bud no inkling of his motive, and the
slight haze from the ritle was instantly
swept away by the breeze.
Iris could hear the turmoil beneath,
and she tremulously asked:
"Are they going to attack us?"
"Not yet," was the renss.iring an-

though

soon

"I killed the fellow who saw us
before he could tell the others."
It was a bold risk, and lie had taken
It. though now the Dyaks knew for
certain their prey had not escaped
there was no prospect of their s;..-edy
departure. Nevertheless the p'isition
None of the
was not utterly hopeless.
enemy could tell how or by whom ilieir
Many
companion had been shot.
among the excited horde jabbering beneath actually looked at the cliff over
and over again, yet failed to note the
potentialities of the ledge, with its few
tufts of grass growing where seeds had
nppnrently been blown by the wind or
dropped by passing birds.
.Jeuks understood, of course, that the
renl danger would arise when they visited the scene of their comrade's disEven then the wavering balaster.
ance of chance might cast the issue In
He could only wait, with
his favor.
ready rille, with the light of battle
lowering in his eyes. Of one thing nt
least he was certain— before they conquered him he would levy h terrible
toll.
Her face
Ile glanced back at Iris.
was pale beneath its mask of sun
swer.

brown.
The chief was listening Intently to
the story of the Dvak who saw the
dead man totter and fall. II»' Rave
aonit* quick ord«r. Followed bv a score
or more of his men, he walked rapidly
to the foot of the cliff where they
found the lifeless body.
Jenks stole one more hasty glance at
Iris. The chief and the greater number of his followers were out of sight
behind tlie rocks. Some of them must
now he climbing to that fatal ledge.
Was liiis the end?
Iris bent forward sufficiently in lier
sheltering niche to permit lier to gaze
with wistful tenderness upon .lenks.
She knew he would dare all for her
take. She could only pray an I hope.
Suddenly a clamor of discordant yells
fell upon her ears. Jenks rose to his
knees. Ti e Dyaks had discovered their
refuge and were about to open lire, lie
offered them a target lest perchance
Iris were not thoroughly screened.
"Keep close." lie said. "Ihey have
found us. l.ead will be tlyiug around

BOrtli."
She flinched back into the crevice:
the sailor fell prone. Foil»' bullets sp.il
Into the ledge, of which three pierced
the tarpaulin and one llattcne.l itself
against the ro< k.
Then Jenks took tip the tale. S» cuconstituted was this man that

riously
although he ruthlessly shot the savage
who tirst spied out their retreat, he
was swayed only by the dictates ot
Tlie.e was a tee'ole
stern necessity.

chaine that further bloodshed iniglit
Tii.it chante had passed.
be averted.
Very well. The enemy must start the
dreadful game about to be played.
They had thrown the gage, and he an*
Four times did .lenks'
swe:cd them.
rille carry death, unseen, almost unthe valley.
Ere the fourth I>yak collapsed limply
where he stood others were there,
firing at the little puff of smoke above
the grass. Tliey got in a few shots,
various
most of which sprayed at
angles off the face of the clill. I tut
the
they waited for no more. When
lever of the Lee-Metford was shoved
across

blazed away

furiously, only succeeding in showering fragments of splintered stone into
the eagle's nest. And the sailor smiled,
lie quietly picked up an old coat, rolled
it into a ball and pushed It into sight

hour on earth.

Tired Feeling

yelled

maid whom they sought.
With stupid zeal they

roundings.

That

stores, but at the dietnnee it must resemble a weather beaten segment of
the cliff. Yet something puzzle. 1 him.
After a steady scrutiny he turned and

home for the tilth time the opposing
crest was bare of all opponents save
two, and they lay motionless.
The fate of the thinking detachment
was either unperccived or uuheeded by
the Dyaks left in the vicinity of the
house and well. Astounded by the tiring that burst forth in midair. Jenks
had cleared the dangerous rock before
they realized that here, above their
heads, were the white man and the

ii

dawn would awaken him.
When the morning breeze swept over
the ocean and the stars were beginning
to pale before the pink glory flung

lie might perhnps see some
portion of the tarpaulin covering the
grass.

felt,

knew exactly what to do. She crept
iiuietly buck until well ensconced in

Jcnks, too. composed himself for a
brief rest. Ile felt assured that there
was not the remotest chance of their
lofty perch being found out before
daybreak, and the first faint streaks of

those of tlie man, and lie darted
off with a Kerenui thut brought Lie
mates after liiui.
The I)ynk evidently noted the behavior of the birds- Ills only lore was the
rending of such signs—and gazed intently nt the ledge. Jeuks he could
not distinguish behind the screen of
to nil

amidst the grass. Then he squirmed
round on his stomach and took up u
position ten feet away, of course those
who still carried loaded guns discharged them at the bundle of rags, whereupon Jenks thrust his rille beyond the
edge of the rock and leaned over.
Three Dyaks fell before the remainder
made up their minds to run. Ouce convinced. however, that running was good
for their health, they moved with much
in
celerity. The remaining cartridges
the magazine slackened the pace of two
of their number, ^.lenks dropped the
He
empty weapon and seized another.
stood up now and sent a quick remindot Iter after the rearmost pirate. The

hud disappeared toward the locality
where their leader and his diminished
troop were gathered, not daring to
again come within range of the whistling dumdums. The sailor, holding his
rille as though pheasant shooting, bent

ers

forward and sought a belated opponent. but III vain. There was no sound
soft
save the wailing of birds, the
sough of the sea and the yelling of the
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soldierly thought.comi el. i him

t

>

keep

h and waul over l.i· io:i:e.«s, but
lw «mill not he!p as' mi- him»elf what
world happen if iris wore seriously
Wounded.
w*:11i

Ί here was otic enemy more potent
tha:i these skulking 1 tyaks. a foe more
Irresistible i!i his might, more pitiless
in his strenglli. whose assaults would
tax to the utmost their powers of reIii another I.our the sun
sistance.

would lie high in the heavens, pouring
his ardent rays upon them and drying
the blood in their veins.
Hitherto tiie active life of the island,
the shade of trees, hut or cave, the
and
power of unrestricted movement
the possession of water in any desired
quantity robbed the tropical heat of
the day of its chief terrors. Now ail

Instead of working
was chanted.
amid grateful foliage they were bound
to lia· brown rock, which soon would
glow with radi.tled energy and give
off scorching ;.us{* like unto the opening of a furn.K ·· door.
This lie had foreseen all along. The
tarpaulin would yield them some degree of une isy proteeti.'ii, and they
both were in perfect physical condiHut if 11 is were wounded! If
tion.
tin· e\tra strain brought fever In its
wake! Thai way he saw uotbing but
li! :il; despair, to be ended for her by
delirium and merciful death, for him
by a Ilerscrk rush among the Dyuks

and one last mad tight against overwhelming numbers.
Then the girl's voice reached him.
self reliant, almost cheerful :
"You will be glad to hear that the
It In only
cut has stopped bleeding.
a

fl^rntch."

kindly I'rorldence ha<l spared
yet a little while. The cloud
passed from his mind, the gathering

So
them

a

mist from his eyes.

In that Instant he

thought lie detected a slight rustling
among the trees where the cliff shelved up from the house. Standing as he
was ou the edge of the rock, this was a
point lie could not guard against.
her welcome assurance recallscattered senses he stepped
speak to her. and in the same
u couple of bullets crashed
Iris had
the rock overhead.
unwittingly saved hint from a serious,

When
ed his
back to
instant
against

perhaps fatal, wound.

lie sprang to the extreme right of
the leilge and boldly lo.iked into the
trees beneath. Two l>yaks were there,
belated wanderers cut olT from the
main body. They dived head).tug into
the undergrowth for safety, but oue
Jenks' rltle
of them was too late.

reached him, and its reverberating concussion, tossed back and forth by the
echoing rocks, drowned his parting
scream.

In the plenitude of restored vigor the
sailor waited 'or no counter demonstration. He turned and crouchiugly
approached the southern end of his
of grass
parapet. Through his screen
he could discern the long black hair
and yellow face of a man who lay on
the sand and twisted his head around
the base of the farther cliff. The dis-

tance. oft measured, was ninety yards,
the target practically a six Inch bullsand
eye. Jenks took careful aim. lired,
a whiff of sand tlew up.
Perhaps he had used t »o fine a sight
and plowed a furrow beneath the I».vak's ear. lie only heard a faint yell,
but the enteiprlsiug head anlshed, and
there were no more volunteers for that

particular service.

He was still peering at the place
when a cry of unmitigated anguish
came from Iris:
"Oh. come quick! Our water! The

casks have burst!"
It was not until Jeuks had torn the
tarpaulin from off their «tori's and he
was wildly striving with both hands to
scoop up some precious drops collected
In the small hollows of the ledge that
he realised the full magnitude of the
dlsas'e·· which bad befallen them.
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ask
•A famous French general when
ed how it was that he had su.-h an erect
he
carriage replied that It was because
with
bent over and touched the lloor
d iv. If
his lingers thirty times every
he had acquired rigidity of the spine
lie would
so Unit he could not do that
mushave had with It weak abdominal
cles. which result in portal congestion.
with
Tills portal congestion Interferes
and with the action

stomach digestion

The poison destroying
of the liver.
Is lessened. a«:to inpower of the liver
toxication re nits, and arteriosclerosis
earlier
and old age come on at a much
Uie spine flexible
Hut
keeping
by
day.
and
and the abdominal muscles strong
circulation Is kept free,
taut the

portal

and old age is held off.—Good Ilealtb.
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Not being preeent at the memorial
service May 30, I learned later that
John N. Irish participated, and bis effort was more than appreciated.
Hon. A. P. Bonney of Auburn is in
town visiting old friends. His friends
are always glad to greet him.
Wm. Cushman, the Hartford correspondent of the Democrat for many
in
yean, who has of late been stopping
Hebron, has been in town. He has just
disposed of his farm in Hartford, and
of
now, like many others, it has gone out
HIr
the pioneer name of Cushman.
in
1800,
grandfather felled the first trees
then came his father, then William.
of
Irish
Lewis
of
Allen Irish
Bath,
West Paris, Edgar Vose of Auburn, and
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Biebee of Rumford
Falls, have recently been in town.
The Sunday G. A. R. services were
held at the Baptist church; Rev. A. W.
Pottle gave the sermon. Owing to having to attend the funeral of his wife's
mother at Bowdoinham, he was unable
to participate at the graves of deceased
soldiers as intended.
The Memorial service May 30 was by
Kev. Mr. Athearn at Xezinscot Hall,
with the children's exercises becoming a
large feature. Wm. Bridgbam came up
from his Lewiston home to meet with
his post. With bis fife and A. F. Warren's snare drum, the old soldiers have
marched to their music ever since the
organization of Fessenden Post. There
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Sunday,

memorial

a

ter mon

was

Rev. C. N. Oleason at the
A. R.
Congregational church. The G.were
in
Brown Poet and the Relief Corpe
The national
attendance in a body.
colore were effectively used in the decoramusic under direction of
tions.

preached by

Special

Dr. G. L. Sturdivant was finely rendered.
Tuesday the cemeteries in town and
Mason were visited by a detachment of
the corps and post and comrades1 graves
decorated with appropriate exercises.
Tuesday afternoon very interesting
exercises were held in Woodlawn cemetery. In the evening Comrade Wiggin
of Augusta gave an interesting address

Congregational church. By a
misunderstanding the school children of
the village did not participate this year

DYING OF FAMINE
North Stonetuun.
its
in
I
torments, like dying of conConMiss
and
b,
Albert Pool and wife
ι umption. The progress of conaumpiray from Portland bave been at Wm.
to the very end,
3ammon'· a few day· on a Ashing trip. I ion, from the beginning
i s a long torture, both to victim and
in
tbeir
automobile.
came
rbey
I had consumption in
Mr. and Mrs. 'Lorin McKeen of East I riends. "When
Wm. Myers, of
jtoneham are staying a wbile with their I ts first stage," writes
< 2earfose, Md., "after trying different
ion, H. B. McKeen.
in vain, I
W. W. Durgin has been sick with a ι nedicines and a good doctor,
*
it last took Dr. King's New Discovery, "
levere cold.
1
cured me.11
Mabel Brooks, oar school teacher, vhich quickly and perfectly
for coughs,
risited her borne in Milton Plantation 3rompt relief and sure cure
lolds, sore throat, bronchitis, etc. Posi- 1
>ver Sundav.
Guaranteed
Bert Littlefield was here with his cart 1 ively prevents pneumonia.
it F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s, Drug Store,
rhuraday.
south Paris, West Paris; price 60c. and
M .00 a bottle. Trial bottle free.
Base Ball.

WMt pari·.
Much credit is doe the ladiea In oar
village who were interested to hold a
Memorial Dey service, especially to Mrs,
C. Everett Chase, who had the matter in
charge, for the well arranged programme
and appropriate decorations at the
church. About 100 were in the procession who marched to the cemetery
at θ o'clock in the morning. This included 60 or more school children led by
Master Warren Cookson and Ivan Tuell
who made a good drum corps. At the
oemetery brief remarks were made by
H. 0. Brown and prayer offered by Rev.
D. F. Nelson. A selection of music en-1
titled "One by one they are dropping1'
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)ffer all
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left

over

we

shall

wrappers at

prices that will insure a quick sale.

Ginghams.

sung by the following quartette:
The streets of the burnt district at
Mrs. S. T. White, Mrs. C. E. Chase, Mr.
The ball game at the High School ; $pringvale are being etraightened out
Tuell.
H.
R.
Mr.
M.
L.
Flags
Irish,
er·.
grounds Memorial Day between the ind active preparations for the erection > VE ARE NOW SELLING ALL OUR 12} AND 14 CENT GINGwhich was very much regretted. While were then placed on the graves of the town team and the toy shop was as near it several blocks are being made.
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only
HAMS FOR 10 CENTS. HERE IS A GOOD
price·
ranks
by
power, experienced
year by year the
as one would ever
combine to make this department of oar busiof this place ι base ball comedy
ABOUT IT.
are growing less it does seem a duty to present, C. W. Dunham
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better
little
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The
to
see.
irish
and
game
ness complete
popular.
TO GET A NICE GINGHAM CHEAP.
The
at least teach the young what true oiti- and J. H. Dunham of North Paris.
It is no secret, that for Cuts, Burns,
batting practice for the town team,
by 14 than
zenship means, and in reviewing the evergreen wreaths werein carried
almost Ulcers, Fever Sores, Sore Eyes, Boils,
ecored
and
bard
hit
ball
the
who
white who
LOT OF
Coming Events.
loyalty of the men of the past teach young girls dressed with this most it will. The toy shop on the other 3tc., nothing is so effective as Bucklen's VE ALSO HAVE A FEW OF THE
lessons of patriotism and righteous re decorated the graves
with either Arnica Salve. "It didn't take lung to
do
could
hand
nothing
THEIR
VALUE.
FAR
PRICES
AT
BELOW
emblem. The company then reJune 6.—Oxford Pomona Grange. Casco.
it is all Ο. K.
gard for law, and reverence for those fitting
well Cole's or Fifield's pitching. The game :ure a bad sore I bad, and
Juue 6. 7, 8— 1'nlversallst state convection.
who have made our national blessings turned to the church which was
8th inning after the for sore eyes," writes D. L. Gregory, of
»
South Partit.
listeners. The was called in the
with
interested
filled
and see these
June 13, 14.— Annual session of Oxford Confer,
possible.
town team had batted once through Hope, Tex^-2.ric. at F. A. Shurtleff &
programme was given, which
euce of Congregatloual Churches, Kant SumWednesday evening the Ladies' Club following
their batting order and the toy shop had Co.'s, drug store, South Paris, West
Emmons:
David
announced
Mr.
ner.
was
Garland
in
by
held a "stocking social"
Kuiuford
been unable to secure a put out. The Paris.
June 14.— State Assessors' meeting,
by children.
Chapel with good results, financially and 1. March Organist.
Falls.
final score was town team 38, toy shop 3.
Misa Dora Hill.
June 15.—State Aseeessors· meeting. South Parle.
socially.
2. Music, Let Me Sleep Beneath the Flag,
June It».—State A see uxors' meeting, Fryeburg.
The sled factory team went to West
Miss Avery and Master Donald Mason
Quartette. I
Rev. Mr. Nelaon. Paris Memorial Day, and was defeated
have returned to their home in Portland 3. Prayer.
(
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Recitation,
Flag
in a close game by a score of 5 to 2.
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Wllma LUtlehale. The feature of the game was a triple
more M. Mason.
5. Recitation, Our flag
Beeches last week:
appears no marked change except
statement of South Parts Saving»* Bank.
CONTINUAL STATE OK DANGER.
Mrs. S. W. True, widow of the late β. Heading, The Child of a Tar,
play by the sled factory, the play being
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to decorate, and fewer to render
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Eva M. Swift.
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made possible by some of the West Paris
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Mr. Kenneth Clark, Boston.
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continual state of danger, and
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den and lias won much well merited
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to
Mies Addie Gordon went to the
L)r. and Mrs. Augustus S. Thayer of cussion pro and con. The cons are
for her excellent singing. Our
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South Paris will be full of Universalists
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last
General Hospital, Portland,
Saturday citizens feel it to be an excellent thing cliffe of Norway from defeating Bryant's strengthen that organ and tono up the
Portland were guests at Eliuhtirst
you as fine a stock as you can find anywhere. Good serwroth, or so it seems.
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the whole |
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a powerful sermon before a good Bivant's Pond Hand went to Locke's the commencement
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noon.
sermon
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and pure that
middle
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rades in the cemetery there, returning Quartette of Portland has
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when
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are new to a
dinner was served to the veterans and although most of the artists
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The Beeches was the scene of a very their families, and the Locke's Mills Bethel audience we are assured
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Gertrude Allen. The bride was charm- ant's Pond did not give him the best of
the people, the Universalists of Norway
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wedding last Wednesday evening, comrades and their families, also the musical treat of high class order.
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band aud speakers of the day, making in
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At 1 o'clock the post, band and school family one on Ernest Mason's May
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children formed in front of the town
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Mrs. Hezekiah Farrar and Mrs. A. R. even up and exciting to the last.
day and Wednesday.
ful bouquet of lily of the valley. The
Ask F. A. Slairtlelf & Co., one of the
commanded by comrade Horace visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bucknam of this place attended the
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Mise Olla Emery, who has been at
iquora
manner.
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East Brownfield.
η paid accrued Interest,.
1841-05 still survives in the hearts of the home a few weeks, returned to her work
Mr. Everett Pierce has been hindered 1er sister. Mrs. L. A. Sumner, for a , he other day. The farmer paid hie
34 Hill Street,
The speaker for Memorial Day was a the past two weeks by the non-arrival while.
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present generation. We wish to make Wednesday, at Dr. I. H. Wight's of
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itlmated market
listened to by a large audience. It was parishioners the past weeks since he 1 he aummer.
Woman's Relief Corps, the singers, and ford visited relatives here Sunday.
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for deno«'t«, earned dividend and state tax,
Some day you will get a bad acare,
For Sale.
Mrs. R. G. Lane and Mrs. Anna Stearns
the citizens in general, who so acceptinual expenses $1,100.
Abner Kimball has four little pigs jnjoyed especially by the G. A. R. men. came here and has gained the best rein
a
feel
1
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pain
you
1 ire both on the siok liât.
Several attended the C. E. convention
ably assisted in the exercises of Memorial nearly a week old.
gards of all.
lie· in
buys this rig. Chestnut
Orrin El ling wood has sold his farm 1 nd fear appendicitis. Safety
Mrs. Mertie Moschides is much
F. H. Bennett
in Bethel it Cornish May 27.
Advertised letter ία Paris post office,
June 1st:
Monsieur Giuseppe Caera.
Caroline P. Harlow, P. M.
There will be an adjourned meeting of
the Pleasant Valley Telephone Co. at the
Hollow school house on Saturday, June
10th, at 8 p. m., to 'See about extending
the line into South Paris village, and
other business.
Mis» Hannah Kavanaugh left Thursday. returning with her aunt to Albany,
X. Y.
Mrs. I. C. Ingraham and Miss Pauline
Ingrabam of Brookline, Mass., arrived
last week and opened their summer
home here.
The following guests arrived at The
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H. D. McAlister has sold his house,
known as the Bern is place, to Nelson G,
Elder.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Tribou of Machiat
with their daughter, Mrs. F. C.
are
Tribou, for a few weeks.
Next Sunday evening Rev. H. A. Clifford will preach at Oxford to the senior
class of the high school.
F. A. Heidner of Springfield, Mass.,
for the Paris Manutown.
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ADDRESS BY DR. 8MIT1 1 zation.
OTHER APPROPRIAT!
AND
BAKER,
"Thou, too, ull on, Ο Ship of State !
Sail on, O, Union, strone and great!
OBSERVANCE.
Humanity· w th all its rears·
With all its hope· of future years.
Is hanging breathless on thy fate !
Day
We know what Ma*ter laid thy keel.
Tuesday was a perfect Memorialbefori
!
What Workmen wrought ihy rib· of steel,
The gentle showers of the night
Who
made each roaet, and sail, and rope,
had laid the duet and left everythin(
What anvil· rang, what hammer» beat.
clean and fresh. The sky was bright
In what a forge, and what a heat.
Were shaped the anchor· of thy hope.
and the temperature just right for com
fort. Not only was the day enjoyed ai
"Fear not each sudden aonnd and chock ;
observec
well
also
was
it
"Πβ
of the witve. and not the rock ;
but
a holiday,
'Tie. but the flapping of a «all.
in the spirit intended by it β founders
not a rent made by the gale!
And
While there was, as there always will be
In eplte of rock and temper's roar,
line ο
In spite of false lUbts on the shore,
more or less going on in the
Sail on, nor fear to breaat the sea !
which inter
sports, there was nothing
Our hearts, our hope·, are all wlih thee.
fered with the appropriate exercises ol
Our heart·», our hoi**, our prayer*, our tears,
Our faith triumphant o'er our fears
the day, and due respect was shown bj
Are all with thee—are all with thee.
the people for the heroes whose deed»
AN

INSPIRING

Amos

baii.

diuner

plautsl

fixki>

Buck Bound Over.

at

five

husdkkd

dol-

Bring old glauea

NORWAY.
Road Commissioner Wood is

Read ad.

doing

excellent work on Cottage Street
way of grading the road.
C. B. Cumminge & Sons, in case the
Oxford Central Railway is built, will
construct a saw mill at the lake near the
ice house and on the shore of the lake at
a point not far distant from the place at
which the Norway Water company take
water from the lake. The firm have
large quantities of lumber to saw at the
present time with a prospect that there
will be no water to run the mill within
days. In case the mill is built at
this point the boards can be loaded on
cars and taken to the village mills with
some

was

Corps at noon,
the procession

by

CHASE'S

A.

RHCRTLEFF

&

CO.

ΟΓΑΒΑΝΤΕΙ

HYOMEI WILL ΟΓΚΕ IF CSED NOW.

little expense.

A corporation meeting has been called
for Tuesday evening, June β, at 7:30
o'clock, to see if «he corporation wilt
vote to raise money for a night watchAlthough the
man for the present year.
proposition was made in the annual town
and corporation meetings this year, and
not considered favorably, a night watchman has been employed as though authorized by a vote of the town or corporation. The amendment of the village corporation by-laws in 1905 authorized the raising and appropriating
of money for this purpose. By the business men it is generally considered necduressary to have a watchman nights
ing the entire year.
Work has commenced on the new rail-

Sold

very
into by County Attorney
Barnes. There is no material variance
in the stories told by the witnesses, and
the facts may be briefly summed up as
follows:
Amos A. Buck and his wife, with one
child, a boy of six years, have bien liviug for a few months at the farm of
Orange Small, about two miles northAbout two weeks
east of Paris Hill.
since Mrs. Buck took the boy and went
Mrs. Mary
to the home of
Buck,
mother of Amos Buck, on Paris Hill.
Buck came there to see her several
times during the next few days, urging :
her to go back, but she refused.
Late in the afternoon of Thursday,

fully

gone

their new home
time on Memorial Day.

About July 1st
they will take a vacation from their
business and devote much of their time
for six weeks to work about the build-

iogR.

$ι.2ς. $1.50, $2, $2 50, $3.
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stripes,

Plain whites spots,
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before you leave.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

WORWAY,

SOUTH PARIS.

by F. A. Slmrtleff A Co.

LADIES

STATE OF MAINE.

If you have tiouble with your feet you should try

UNLINED
They are

a

pair

of our

BOOTS.

soft and easy as a stocking.
They will not hurt the most
We have a good line of them.

as

A. ShurtlefT Λ Co. will return your day, June 16tb, at 8 o'clo k In the forenoon of
sensitive foot.
each ilay, In the County of Oxford, to secure in
money. This is the strongest evidence formation
to enable them to make a just and
they can offer as to their faith in the c<iual aaeessment of the taxable property in the
several towns In said county, and to Investigate
remedy.
charges of concealment of property liable to
assessment, ae require·! by law.
«TATE OP MAIXE.

Two Grades $2.50 and $3.00.
glad

IN OPERA HOUSE

White|

J.

J

this it appears that there were decorated
in town the graves of 85 veterans of the
civil war, 2 of the Revolution, 3 of the
war of 1812, and 2 of the Spanish war.
Three members of Wm. K. Kimball Post
have died during the past year.
The exercises were continued by singing by the quartette, reading by Miss
Rose Murphy, singing by Miss Helen
Barnes, and a poem, written by the wife
of a soldier and read by Mrs. J. S. Burbank, entitled "Our Risen Comrades."
Kev. Smith Baker, D. D., of Portland,
was then introduced to give the address.
Dr. Baker as a speaker was known to
all the people, either by their having
previously heard him or by general reputation. A powerful and thoughtful address was expected, and everyone of the
audience which tilled the hall and stood
even outside the doors felt that his expectations had been more than fulfilled.
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COME TO US FOR OUTING GOODS.
J.

long, gracespring overcoats;

coats are

nobby
Straw Hats, Crash Hats, Negligee Outing
Shirts, Summer Underwear, Belts, Summer Neckwear, Outing Shoes, Tennis, Etc.

This is
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tin

$3.
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ready-to-wear

RAIN

Children's Suits $1.
a

18-4.

one.

COOL, DRESSY, SHAPELY,

regular

M. L.UTSTT,
St., Norway

L.

Our hot weather suits will give you
lots of comfort during the hot clays
this summer. You cannot half enjoy

Prices
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jackets

STREET, NORWAY, MAINE.
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forget
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Saturday.
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1 Board of
to show them to you.
F. M. SIMPSON,
We would be
John E. Stephens of Rumford Falls
Slate
OTIS HAYKORD,
J
Porter, June 1, 1905.
in town Wednesday with a lirst- OXFORD, SS.
GEORGE POTTLE, ) Assessors.
WHEREAS, Frank M. Rldlon, of Porter, by
class automobile. Me pleased his many
JAMES PLUMMER.Clsrk.
dated the 30th day of March, A.
friends with delightful trips about the his mortgage deed
I). 1901, ami recorded In the Oxfonl Registry of
village.
Deeds, Western District, book S3, page VU, confor Sale.
The Boston Comedy Company, H. veyed to me, the undersigned, η certain lot or
with the buildings thereon situated
Price Webber, appeared at the Opera parcel of land
in Kczar Falls Village in said town of Porter on
Cross
Five weeks old.
House Tuesday evening presenting "A the back Ftreet, so called, satd lot of land I*
F VV. FAUN'CE, Salesman.
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
Waif from (he Sea." The play was well bounded on the east by land of T. X. Page, on Chester and Berkshire.
the
wc*t
on
the south bv Rack Street, so-called,
Tolophono 112*3.
audience.
for
the
large
presented
by lot of land occupied by Almeron Cross, on
W.
WHEELER,
Town Clerk Curtis is enjoying a fish- the north by land formerly owned by Joseph
with a party at P.rackett, en'ld lot of land is live rode wide and
ten
of
days
South Paris.
trip
ing
j
of
the
condition
whereas
and
rode
fifteen
long,
May 25th, Buck appeared, somewhat un-. Four Ponds.
sal·! mortgage haa Iteen broken, now, therefore,
and
asked
of
der the influence of liquor,
On Monday, Jnne 12, the members
by reason ofthe breach of the condition thereof
her if she was going home. She said Norway High School will leave for a ten I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
J. WALDO
FRANCIS A. FOX.
June 1, A. D. 190.'.
she was not. The conversation between days' trip to Washington. Rev. C. A.
them was continued for some time. Brooks of the M. E. church will deliver
Wanted.
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engineers have been working upon the 1 The remains of Ernest W. Drake of
plans for the changes in location and the Brunswick were brought to Norway for
erection at once of abridge four hun-' burial Wednesday. He died at his homo
dred feet in length to span the outlet of j Monday of consumption. He was the
136 Main
son of Simeon Drake, at one time editor
Norway Lake.
Mr. \\ illiam G. Kand, the
of the Advertiser, born in Bath in 1870.
arrived Wednesday morning from atrip' Ile lived in Norway many years where
to Montreal, and the work will be
he was employed in the shoe factory as
ed from now until the road is completed. a cutter. Ile afterwards worked in AuThe name Oxford Central has been burn, Haverhill, Mass., and St. Louis,
dropped and the new company has in- !'< Mo. He was a member of the Odd Falcorporated under the name "Norway lows aud of the Congregational church,
& Western Railroad Company."
île leaves a mother, Mrs. M. E. Drake of
J he road will make direct connection Brunswick, two brothers, Dr. F. E.
with the Grand Trunk, starting from the Drake of Norway, Dr. W. A. Drake of
end of the Grand Trunk rails at tlio North Weymouth, Mass., and a sister,
Norway depot. Mr. Kand will endeavor Mrs. C. E. Johnston.
to have the four-hundred foot bridge
Mt. Hope Iiebekah Lodge entertained
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have become an indisFaith Kebekah
across the outlet of the lake completed members from Good
during the present month, so that the Lodge of Buckfield Friday evening.
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The witnesses examined for the state G. T. R. R. sta'.iou in this village.
if more Hyomei is needed, extra bottles
Auaru'ti, June let, Ιίλβ.
were Mrs. Buck, Solomou C. Buck, a
Mrs. L. M. Lunt visited her Farming- can be obtained for 50 cents.
Xoilcc te hereby κ·»βη that the Board of State
brother of the respondent, I)r. Wood- I ton homo thiH week several days returnIn Paris there are scores of well known AoHt'SforH will be In session at the Assessor»'
Kumford Fall·, Wednesday. Jane 14th, at
bury, who dressed the wound, and Jailer ing on Friday afternoun.
people who have been cured of catarrh office,
the Court House In South I'arl·, Thuroday, June
Farrar, who made the arrest.
Allan! and Moulton took dinner at
by Hyomei. If it does not cure you, F. 15th, ami at the Oxford Houee In Fryeburg, FriThe details of the affair were
011 Pike Hill for the tirst

public and Relief Corps, and a good
number of school children carrying Hags.
At the cemetery there was a short
a quartette
programme of singing by
Dunn,
James
composed of Messrs.
George A. Brings, Carl Briggs and Fred
of
F.
Nelson
D.
Rev.
E. Hall, prayer by
West Paris, and brief remarks by Rev.
The soldiers' graves
II. A. Clifford.
were then decorated by the post, the
Relief Corps also decorating the graves
of their deceased members, with a memorial service. From the cemetery the
veterans marched by way of Moore Park
and the soldiers' monument to New Hall.
the
Capt. Η. N. Bolster presided at
exercises in the hall, which opened at a
little after 2 o'clock. After singing by
the quartette and prayer by Rev. J. W.
Chesbro, Capt. Bolster gave a summary
of the work done for the day in decorating, giving a list of the cemeteries in
with the number in each. From
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Garden Trowels,

to Dr. Parmentei

Ask Tear Dealer Iter Allen'· Foot Eui
A powder for the feet. It core· 8wollen, Sort
flot, Callous, Aching, Sweating Feet, Come an
Bunions. At all DroggUts anil shoe «tore*, 85c
Ask to-day.

The hearing in the case of Amos A.
Buck of Paris Hill, charged with assoit
with intent to kill upon his wife,
Marietta Buck, was held in the Norway
Municipal Court on Thursday, having
been continued from the previous week
to allow Mrs. Buck to rccovcr sufficiently to appear as a witness. County Attorney Charles P. Barnes appeared for the
state; Hon. James S. Wright for the road.

Riverside Cemetery.
A

Â.

lars, IN ASSAULT CASK.

the illuess of hereon, Jackson Dolliver. town,

last1
Λ \V. Hobbs ami family moved
TIh· rank team of Hamlin Lodge, No.
hit-χ
week t-> llath, where Mr. Hubbs
31, K. of P., conferred the rank of Knight
employment.
on twο candidates at the regular meeting
visite*! Friday evening. They have added sevenMr< J. I>. Haynes bxs been
Harriet I teen members the past season, making a
f. ;ι few day* by ber aunt, Mis^
total membership of 112.
Ν « well « f Sumner.
•

and God pity the politician who gets ii
the way of the people. And our flafi
shall ever float in the vanguard of ciwili·

at South Parla.

served by the Relief
and soon after 1 ο clock
was formed in front of
Grand Army Hall to march to Riverside
Chipman aud Mrs. Clark Cemetery. A drum corps led. followed
East Deering, Maine, were
a detachment from Co. I), N. G. S. M.,
N. Anderson and family by
acting as escort, Spanish War \eterans,
Sunday.
members of the Grand Army of the Re-

·.

la

Day

the anniversary commemorates.
Graves in the Outlying cemeteries in
A. Record aud son Miles of
iu the forenoon
Assiuippi, Mass,, are visiting lier parents, the town were decorated
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. B. Crockett.
by details from Win. K. Kimball Poet,
G. A. K. The Spanish War Veterans,
Subject at the Universalist Young who had been decorating at Norway
next
Sunday: Loyalty Pine Grove Cemetery, also came hero in
People's meeting
to Home, Friends, Right, Church, Christ
the forenoon and decorated the graves o(
ami (iod.
in
two of their comrades who are buried

Mon<lay$ of schedule, leaving Norway
South Paris at 10:4ό.
mouth.
ea·
No. 1#1,
Ltxijfe,
litvok
·.
h
Hn«J
This Monday evening at 7:^0 will be
evenings
t- e«:.>n I an'l fourth We«lnea<luy
the opening sermon of the series of meetach month.
tj.
meet·
every
11.
1·.-Hamlin l.o.li(e. No.
ings connected with the Universalist
I'.· a «venlnj; at Pythian Hall.
—South 1'arli· State Convention. The sermon will be
>1 :· r:. Wnotluien of America
fourth TueeNo. l'*W7, meets eecon l an>l
by Rev. C. A. Havdeu of Augusta.
t
t-rarue Hall.
I .·»«». C —<Jeton 1 anil fourth

Memorial

Mrs. C.

Way land of

STATEl> HKKTJNOS.

»:

Ripe wild strawberries were reported
Sunday, June 4th.
! J. M. Knight of Jamaica Plain was in
town for a few days last week.

106-3.

Norway.
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THE THING FOR RAIN OR SHINE,

A CARRIAGE UMBRELLA

ATTEHTIOH, PAIWTLRSI

I have them either brown or
am selling for $1.75.
extra fixtures for the same so you can use it
I
have
and
green
in two different carriages. I also keep the better grade that
has an iron post back of the seat.
that I

White Lead.

JAMES N. FAVOR, &0/8ΤτηοεβΓκε"
OX Main St.,

Norway, Maine.

-

^Guaranteed Strictly Pure.^

White Canvas Shoes.
Largest stock

Comprising

ever

Men's,

Old Dutoli Process.

Boys', Youths',

! W. 0. & G. W. Frothingham,
CASTORIA

For Inflate indChïdfM.

TM KM Yw Haw Ahriit Bwcht

X

MAINE.

T'"

//fj

,

Guaranteed

to wear for five years.

IAP-A-I Af

CAN BE SEEN IN OUR WINDOWS THIS WEEK.
CALL IN AND EXAMINE.

PARIS,

a

Patton's Sun-Proof Paints,

shown in town.

Women's, Misses' and Children's.

SOUTH

good paint, ask for

If you want

s,

"""

,

A Floor FÎnÎsh'

Wears Like ,ron

Oils, Varnishes, Brushes.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

A LOW PRICE

AN ûLÙ ÛiiïS TRIBUTE

ON

An Ohio Frtilt Raiser, 78 Years Old,
Cured οf a Terrible Case Alter Tea

—

Years of Suffering.

Carpets

Wool
to close out

—

When euffering dally torture
From backache, rheumatic Pain.
Any ill of kidneys or bladder,
Turn to Doau's Kidney Pilla.
A ou re endorsed by thousands.
Read an old man's tribute.

oJd patterns and clean

Ohio,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

eight
years'
ing.

backache and

These

CHANDLER,

discolored and so free that often
I had to rise at night. I felt tired all
day. Half a l>ox served to relieve me,
and three boxes effected a permanent

Also Window dt Door Frames.

were

If In want of *ny kin·! of FlnUh for IceMe or
Outalde work, semi In your onler*- Pine Lum
ber and Shingle· on han<l Cheap for Caah.

cure."

A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
metlioine which cured Mr. Justus will
be mailed on application to any part of
the United States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co.. Buffalo, X. Y.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hart Wood Floor Boar·!· for sale.

CBAXDLER,

W.

Hninner

dealers; price, fifty cents per box.

Main*.

.....

severe

stooping
to lift anything. and often I could hardly straighten
The aching was bad in the
my back.
daytime, but just as bad at night, and I
I was
was always lame in the morning.
bothered with rheumatic pains and dropsical swelling of the feet. The urinary
passages were painful, and the secretions
when

SIDNEY JUSTUS.

I will furnish DOORS anil WINDOWS of any
81m or Style at reasonable price·.

E.

were es-

pecially

Builders' Finish!

Wmi

standI suffered

Village Farm Famous Produced

The Blood which Made

AMERICAN LAW

1-4

2.22

last
Maine's Fastest (ireen Trotter 1904. Sure to beat 2.13. Started 3 times
2.16 3-4,
Fall—won 3 races. Brother in blood to The Friend 2.13 1-4, Little Judge
etc. Sire, Heir-at-Law 2.05 3-4(p), 2.12(t), world's champion double waited stallion,
dams of
sire of 29 in list. I)am, Florence Chimes, by Chimes, sire of S in 2.10 list,
Merriment 2.11 1-4, American Belle(3)
Devil
2.09.
Dare
2.04
Manor
of
1-4,
the
Lady
sire of Belle Hamlin
2.12 1-4 and 24 others. Grandam. Myrtle, by Almont Jr. 2.2ti.
American Law,
2.12 3-4, etc., also dam of Lord Derby 2.05 3-4 and 4 others in 2.10.
winners
handsome bay horse, 15-2, 1050 lbs., foaled 1S96. Colts are Blue Ribbon
Season closes
and promising speed. Terms $25 season, usual return privilege.
For catalogue address
June 1st.

perfectly

When this aged woman set out on her
journey she had some letters which
would tell her destination. They became scattered, and, having a poor wealth differ.
Pive thousand seemed
memory, she Is uncertain of the place rather a happy average.
With strictest economy the college
she started for. What Is the place?—
girls think that they coula live on 15,000
New York Tribune.
a year, but in addition >(a few thousand
dollars saved up before marriage is a
Word·.
Hidden
l<HI.-\lne
No.
desirable thing." No love in a
I fished in Lake Ontario and found a very
for tbem. "Between you and
cottage
sailor, a constellation, a small animal, me, I think that a man whose earning
a cottage
an allowance of food, an insect, part
power does not extend beyond
of a tree, a measure, a useful metal, a is not worth as much as the taxes on the
aforesaid structure."
common metal.
This, however, does not include tobacco for the young husband. As Miss
No. 107.—Mrdxram.

of Smith College, writes, "Smoking
Whole I am a large cord. Change my G.,
does young husbands no good, and is a
head, and 1 become successively to be
needless expense."
dull, expectation, the head of a church,
If these requisites in "The Ideal Husto conteud with, aud to «inter.
band" are not forthcoming spinsterhuod
is preferable. As Miss M. of Barnard
No. 10H.—MUalnir Rhyme·.
College puts it, "To us there is no etigma
Of all the girls that are so fair
in the title 'old maid,1 and no dread in
;
There's none that equals
our hearts as we look forward to it."
MOUNTAIN VIEW
A little dear above compare.
It is more likely that there would be
She lives with my aunt
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
dread in the heart of the man who had
the courage to propose to such predeHer eyes are like th' electric light;
termined young women. Since they do
:
Her lips ripe ruddy
Her hair's like flax, teeth Ivory white;
it, and successfully, too, as the Vassar
Her cheeks are "white heart"
class-day statistics prove, maybe the
college girl keeps "The Ideal Husband"
On Sunday when I go to church
for only magazine purposes.—Ex.
;
I see her staid and
She'll leave companions in the lurch
Sensible Walking Dresses.
With me awhile to —.
that are
me all your old
There are singularly few street gowns
Ah. when we waltz 'tis quite divine;
of no use to you, I will allow you what
for spring and summéF wear that are
My arms her waist
made with long skirts, no matter what
new
sweetheart lovelier than mine
in
for
A
are worth
the material nor how elaborate the design
At bulls would not be
chosen. There are some exaggeratedly
But, ah. I fear we cannot wed.
short skirts, made principally of cheviot,
1 am well equipped with the latest instruments and appliances to determine and
;
For I'm twoscore
pongee or taffeta, but the most popular
correct any defect of the eye, and should you need glasses will tit you with the
While she—dear little curly headlength of skirt, while it clears the
Is only Just turned
ground, is not an exaggerated or unbe-

FARM,

Money

Saved!

Bring

glasses

fxchange

they
glasses.

Best French

For

Difficult Cases Solicited.

Short Time.

a

opportunity

Embrace this

Refunded.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

and save your

DeWITT PARMENTER,

A.

Money

or

sight.

Eyes tested free.

■

DR.

Lens at half Price

Crystalline

Eye Refraction ist,

Merrill Studio, Norway, Maine,

Formerly

of Boston, Mass.

Scientilic and Practical

Philadelphia Optical College;

Optician.

Graduate of the

15 years practical experience.
Consultation and advice free.

▲11 Hind· of

We want to

You

a

Optical Ropalr

Cheap.

Work.

spin

yarn about

In the first place you should know that Paroid
is no experiment. It has been on the market about
ten years and has stood the test. In 1898 the U. S.
Government used a large amount of it in Cuba; four
years later, it having proved so satisfactory, they
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
they are still using it. The sales of Paroid now are
well up to 400 carloads a year or approximately
20,000,000 feet.
We have handled Paroid for about three years
and have sold nearly 100,000 feet and the sale is

rapidly increasing.

Another thing to be considered is the low cost as
compared with shingles, being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quanity
and thickness used, than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra
There are many roofs so fiat that shingles are entirely
cost of laying the shiugles.
unsuitable, while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of
the cost. It is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows.
By using
Paroid it is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac., with fiat roofs at a big
saving in material. We have the well known Xeponset Red Rope Roofing which
is an excellent low-priced roof, good for five years or more. We shall be pleased
to furnish samples and further information on application.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
'aria,

South

Spring

has

come

again

and

we

have

Agents,

Maine.

just

received

large

a

stock of

Farming Tools:

length, and, being

full

coming
10».—Word Square.
fashion now demands, is really very
heavens.
in
the
1. Λ luminous body
charming. A band of trimming is used
3.
Superficial above the hem.
2. A troublesome weed.
The silk shirt waist gown is an accontents. 4. To know fully.
knowledged adjunct of the summer
wardrobe, and this summer, judging
No. 1IO.—Insertion·.
it will be omniInsert a single letter in the proper from present indications,
present. These earliest models show
inthe
make
as
to
following
so
places
the fancy designs in preference to the
telligible, using the same letter every
plain, but a good rule to follow in choostime:
ing the gowu is that it ehall not be conP*rt*n.
Pr*s*rv· th*s* pr*c*pts
spicuous either for the fashion or for the
s*v*r*, k**p th*iu; tli*n b* y· *v*r color. The transparent collar and yoke
in front, and the deep cuffe to match
p*rf*ct ιη·η.
made of lace, embroidery, or lingerie,
are a most attractive part of this style of
So. 111.—Behead and Curtail.
for they make it much cooler, and
Triply behead and curtail to waver gown
it is possible always to have them look
sick.
ami leave
fresh and clean. They must, of course,
Triply behead aiul curtail to make a be made of material that will launder or
and
road with small broken stones
clean.—Harper's Bazar.
leave the name of the first created man.
Evening Amusements.
Triply behead and curtail not real
A pleasant way for a party of young
and leave a personal pronoun.
themselves at an inTriply behead and curtail opiates and people to entertain
formal gathering is for them to try to
have a small bed.
distinguish each other by seeing the eyes
alone. Pin a shawl across the doorway
The I«eful Mule.
about five feet from the floor. Cut two
"Don't swear at the mule. Bill." said holes in a
large sheet of wrapping paper
"That ole
the old Georgia farmer.
(or a newspaper will answer the same
mule, as stubborn an' weather l>eaten purpose), which will show the eyes disother
;is he looks, keeps John at college, sinctly, but will not expose any
:earnin' how ter play football an* speak part of the face.
If any one present possesses a talent
Greek!"
for drawing, the paper which is to serve
as a mask could be decorated with a
Remarkable Son.
mouth and nose, put on with a brush
Confusion of souud accounts for the
dipped in India ink. This would add
admiring comment of the restless youth
to the grotesque appearance which the
on Joshua: "Joshua was a mun who
shawl, surmounted by the mask, will
commanded his sou to stand still, and
also be paintKo.

present.

as

as

Eyebrows might

he did It."

ed.

Key to the Puasler.
No. 94.—Rhomboid: Across—1. Demur.
2. Donor. 3. Biped. 4. Tenor.
Down—1. D. 2. Ed. 3.
3. Dates.
G. Rena.
5. Itoped.
Mob.
4. Unit.
T. Dot. 8. lie. 0. S.
Double Acrostic: Primais
No. 10>.
Crossand Finale—Flower garden.
words—1. Flag. 2. Lobelia. 3. Oleander. 4. Weed. 5. Eglautlue. 6. Rho-

shawl, the company should be divided
into two parties, one to remain in the
room as spectators and guessers, and the
other to go "behind the scenes" (otherwise the shawl) as performers. If there
are over half-a-dozen of the latter a line
should be formed; the one at the head
stands behind the mask, so that his eyes
are distinctly seen by those in the room,
and another of the performers asks:

—

When the paper is pinned above the

"Who owns the eyes?"
SULKY PLOWS, SWIVBL PLOWS. FLAT LAND PLOWS. dodendron.
If a correct response is given the
hands. Then the
No. 06.—Farm Crops: Rye, oats, performers clap their
DISK HARROWS from 16 inch to 20 inch, CUTAWAY
one who has taken hie turn goes to the
HARROWS from 16 to 20 mch, SPRING TOOTH HARROWS wheat, cane, hemp, corn, flax, clover, foot of the
line, and number two takes
beans, rice, cotton, millet.
from 8 teeth to 18 teeth.
his or her place behind the screen. After
ECLIPSE and KING OF CORN FIELD CORN PLANTERS.

THE EUREKA POTATO PLANTER.
MANURE SPREADERS. ETC.
Also

A full line of International Harvester Co.

Gasoline

Engines

Don't fail to call and

see our

^

machinery
a

and

Farming

Tools.

Specialty.

line and get

our

No. 97.—Riddlemeree: Roosevelt.
No. 98.—Metagrain: Bark. dark, hark,

1. Α Μ Κ R I

prices.

L

Bolster & Co.

ARE SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

LACE CURTAINS
For 49c. to $2.00 a
and $2.50 to $4 75

Arabian color and
Also

style.

Tapestry table and couch

Covers and
see

pair in Nottingham
a pair in the new

them.
BO

•OUTS

Draperies.

MarU.et

PARIS,

Call and

Square,
MAINS!.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAO

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
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Don't think that you are the only
who works.
Don't raiee your hat to lady friends
and not to your wife, when you meet
her in the street.
Don't leave your wife at home when
you go out to enjoy yourself.
Don't compare your wife's household
management with that of your mother.
Remember that the latter had far more

2.

LP

Ν

OA

Soutlx Parle, Maine.

Dayton

places,

iark, mark, park.
Don'ts for Husbands.
No. 90—Charade: Peu-inan-ship.
No. 10Λ—What Article? Sugar bowL
Don't forget that a woman likes love
No. 101.—Word Hunt: Flex, inflex- tokens as well after as before marriage.
Don't be unreasonably jealous. It beibility. Pit, hospitable.
littles you in the eyes of your wife.
No. 102.—A Cube:

1

N.

time the parties change
the fun is renewed.—Ex.

a

tJ

4.

Ζ

BO
IN

7. A U S Τ II I A 8.
103.—Definitions: Sylvan. Cro·

eus.

experience.
Don't sigh over what might have been,

make the best of what it is.
devoted
Don't kill the love of a
woman by βο-called innocent flirtations.
Don't forget that your wife has right

WARNING.
to a regular allowance which she can
If you have kidney or bladder trouble call her own.
and do not use Foley's Kidney Core, you
Don't sneer at your wife's first failures.
will have only yourself to blame for re- Rather should
you show an appreciation
sults, as it positively cures all forms of of her efforts to please you.
kidney and bladder diseases. F. A.
Don't forget that yonr wife has a
Shurtleff & Co.
birthday. A small present, accompanied
by a kiss and a loving word, is quite as
Don't you think the trusts are assum- much
appreciated as a costly gift.
too
much
ing
importance?
Don't forget that your wife needs
A trust, answered Senator Sorghum,
recreation at times, just as much as
doesn't have to assume importance. It
yourself.
has importance thrust upon it.
Don't think that your wife can ran
the house on five dollars per week, while
the summer

cured

by Foley's Honey

Shurtleff Λ Co.

and Tar.

F. A.

Mrs. Subbubs—Mrs. Gaddie says she's
with that new family
that moved in last week. There's some
scandal in their family.
Mrs. Backlotz—What is it?
Mrs. Subbubs—Tbey wouldn't tell her.
That's why she's so disgusted with them.

quite disgusted

On the first indication of kidney
trouble, stop it by taking Foley's Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

"Now, boys," said the teacher, "how
days?"
"All of them," promptly replied the
scholar at Um foot of kh· due.
many months have 28

Elephant

Jumbo was so lunocent, so guileless
and unsuspecting that if you told liim
Lis tail waβ on In front he would g»t
mixed and lie tempted to believe It.

also absentminded.
"Why," snid the monkey, "the othci
enday I told him that he was a lire
wan the hose,
his
trunk
that
and
gine
and he never knew the difference and
water all over the place till

He

whole lot of money, you know.

WAS^VASTING AWAΫΓ

The following letter from Robert R.
Watts, of Salem, Mo., is instructive.
"I have been troubled with kidney dis-

for the last five years. I lost flesh
and never felt well and doctored with
leading physicians and tried all reme-

ease

dies suggested without relief. Finally
I tried Foley's Kidney Cure and less
than two bottles completely cured me
and I am now sound and well." F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.

First Composer—Well, old boy, you
look happy. What have you been doing,
writing a wedding march?
Second Composer—No, there are wed-

ding marchee enough already. I've got
brand new idea.
First Composer—What's that?
Second Composer—I'm composing

a

was

squirted

the keeper came and pounded him."
"Let's have some fun with him now,"
suggested the parrot
"By the way," said Jumbo absently,
"who is that peculiar looking fellow
with the straw sticking out of his chin,

^THAT

Absolutely Neceesary.

see

why Miss Mugley
him, with all her

marry

Nan—I don't
should want to
money.
I don't bewithout it.

Dick—I guess she had to.

!'»««

Ιιβ'Λ hewn falrnn hep

Important to Mothoro.

a

carefully rrery bottl· of CASTORIA,
ufe tod snr« remedy for infante and children,

and

m

that It

Bearathe
Signature of

^

S/V*

get so much
satisfaction out of a glass of whiskey."
"Yes," asserted the other, measuring
out about two fingers, "lots of people
are just that way—can't take any pleasure in a single glass, but have to get
loaded to the guards before they are
satisfied. I'm always temperate myman can

High G-adc Portrait

Ignorance. An East Side kindergartner was about to give her class a
lesson, with "The Kitten" as the subject.

digestion and assimilation
Makes new red blood and bone.
That's what Hollister's Rocky Mountain
Tea will do. A tonic for the sick and
weak. 35 cents, Tea or Tablet*. F. A.
Shurtleff A Co. ; Orin Stevens.
Makes

perfect.

are so

impossible

Signature cf

In Use For Over 30 Years.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

MEYSHONET^IAR
Λπ children eafr

Mo

Mr·.

opiate#

THC CCNTAUR COMPANY· »T MURRAY STRUT. NCW YORK CITY.
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Most Housekeepers Use A

Glenwood

must get rid of it at once.
Around the tent he tore, looking for
his novel
a way out. while the feet of
dinner ('angled from his lip:, and. the
people scrambled to get out of the way.
After a deal of striving he brose
through the tent and managed to cough
his unwilling meal out on the green

You Would

IfYouKnew Aboutit
Your Old Range taken in Exchange

sod.
Ile never heard the end of his misAll of which shows. Bill, that
take.
then· are different meanings to the

SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

I. W.

word.—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
In

(lie Dolrirwiu.s.

We may hear it said of one who Is
In low spirits, "he Is in the dumps," or
"lie Is In the doldrums," but many who
use the latter of these phrases have
caught !♦ up without any knowledge of
The region of
Its real significance.
calms is a belt which strotche ; across
the Atlantic and Pacific almost ou a
line with the equator. Here meet the
north and south trade winds, and

for

urn

healiw;

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

FOU

CURE

CATARRH
Is

Balm

Cream
Ely's and
Eaey

use.

a>
is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost
ei
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery (..it;
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important uews cf Hie Daily

COLD1'· HEAD

might

whistle

in

their suils hung
8tvmod to be

wind,

for

vain

and

heavily,

as

all

a guarantee of its value.
n<.t
If you live in the village or on a farm ami have
tone!)
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close
-·
with nil important news of the world at a very small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-W EEKLV
w
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

Tribuue, which is

mall.

ELY BROTHERS, W Warn:η Street. New York

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

Ills of

Childhoqd
Liver, atomach And bowel complaints, bloou disorders, feverieh-

dw, nervousne*», and the Irritating and debilitating condition·

brought

on

Both Papers One year for $2.25.

Oculist,

will be

at

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

Norway,

Elm House,

Dr. True's Elixir

Notice.
until furtber notice.
TRADE.

FAMILY

Eastern Steamship Company.

daily

except

Sunday,

7

Wharf,
Boston,

month,

·? .75
1.00

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

1.25

30

44

44

44

44

1.50

35

44

44

44

44

1 .75

44

ICE FOR ICE CREAM.

pounds 5c.,
pounds 15c.
20

50

pounds 10c.,

100

than
ton.

low

as

1

iu 2.30.

DIRECT.

white, hind legs

taking 500 pounds and
Sikei> »v Diuect Hal,
delivery §1.50 per ton. Less Dam. The Countess
500 pounds at one delivery S2.00 per
Dam of Chlmeslirlno (4), 2.2* 11, «Ire of KlorMa
C'hlmee (|i), 2 10 1-1, un.I 2 other» In 2.31».
Farmers supplied at ice house as
Toilet,
2d dam,

wanted at $1.50 per ton.

ΛΜΙ

NORWAY.

TERMS: ?2.i TO WARRANT.

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.
Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
Poplar delivered at

STABLE, SOUTH

1 -T'·'.

Is-".'.

11

PAKIS.

ME.

ALL MAKES AT OWNERS' RISK.

QUAKER RANGE

and

Agent,
any station.
Wharf,
Portland, Me.

absently.

Franklin

Tired out,

sleep,

Pianos.
I

am

still

at

the Andrews

Ε. H. PIKE,

lowest

prices

ever

offered.

I sell for

Write for
cash or on easy payments.
list of bargains. I have the best self

player for pianos in the world, don't fail
to hear it.
LOY S. EYSTER, South Paris, Maine,
or 211 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
ANNUAL

MAINE.

House, WEST PARIS,

South ParL, and selling the finest pianos
who occasionally and
organs, new and second hand, at the

MEETING.

Paris, Me., May iS, 1905.

TO LET.
One 5
room

room

tenement

and

tenement with stable

garden

6
and

one

room

with each.

J.

H. STUART,
South Paris, Me.

in the

The nickel rails

NOTICE.

Paris, Maine, May 22, 1905.
The annual meeting of the stocker sufficient money to dress according
All persons are hereby forbidden
Jack—If I should give you a kiss holders of the Paris Hill Water Co.
to your station.—Ex.
would you give it away to your father? for the election of officers and the
trespassing on the premises of ColumHelen—Of oourse not, you
goose! transaction of any other business that bia Parris by dumping refuse or talc·
Perhaps the best thing to use in the What does he want with a kiss?
may properly come before said meet- ing stones from the stone walls.
daily bath is tincture of benzoin two or
three drope to a bowlful of water. This
THE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE.
ing will be held at the Hubbard
keeps the skin firm and in good condiPARKERS
For Coughs, Croup, Whooping Cough, House, Pari·, Maine, on Saturday,
tion. Oatmeal and violet water is also
HAIR BALSAM
One Minute Cough Cure is the June 10, 1905, at 8 o'clock, P. M.
etc.,
of
Cleanaei and beautifies the hair.
very good. In the spring handfuls
children's favorite. This is beoauae it
Promote* a luxuriant growth.
U. H. HEALD, Clerk.
Merer F alia to Bcitore any
cowslips and primroses or fresh violets contains no opiate, is perfectly harmless,
n«lr to it· YouthtV.l Color.
can be thrown into the water and are
Cium scalp diaaaae· * hair tailing.
tastes good and cures. Sold by F. A.
the
skin.
fresh
and
for
good
deliciously
For Sale.
Shurtleff A Co.
Strawberries and raspberries crushed
There are six things that bring sucand thrown into the bath water are also
House of S rooms, stable and two
to be advised when the akin is rather re- cess. The first is the will to work. The acres of
land, fruit trees, etc. All in
laxed. Lime blossoms are also delight- other fire are work.
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemgood condition. Apply to
ful. These things do not take the plaoe
lock and Poplar, delivered on car· at
F. A. TAYLOR,
of soap, it must be understood, and some If you want a pretty face and delightful
any R. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
Buckfield, Me.
pure variety should always be used in
the coming year.
Rosy oheeks and lovely hair,
the bath and carefully rinsed off with
E. W. PENLElL West Parie.
cold water. A loofah or vegetable Wedding trip across the sea,
J. M. DAY, Bryast'a Pond.
Pot your faith In Rooky Mountain Tea.
sponge is an excellent thing to keep the f. ▲. Shartlefl
Λ
ι
* Co.ι Orin Stoma.
I
May 80,1904.
sldn in good oondition.

QUAKER

to

on

MODEL

remove

as

are

they

easy

are

without bolts.
50 CtS.

D0W"

50 Cts.

WANTED.

%

by Mambrino Kiti;:,

by Dictator,

Mermaid,

O^ralotta, 2.2;» 3·4· Kramlain of
I.ucrclia, 2.20; KUInu, 2.27 1-2; >Um of Almont
Dictator, rlrc of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S

Foaled June

by Almont, Jr.,

Realduary l.ozatee, 2.311-4; Ueyecr lloy.

Sletcr of i.i

Dealer in Ice,
SOUTH PARIS

2.04 1-4.

2.2014.

3d dara,

white.

.......

Dam of

C. E. BENNETT,

WHEELEK,

DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J.
TERMS: $23 TO WARRANT.

PARIS, MAINE.

at one

p. m.
as

II tse in
Sired by Da κ κ Dkvil, 2.00, by Mam bki no Kino, "The Handsomest
Jewbl (Dam of Lord March, 2.111-2; Dia
DamJxwKL.
World."
the
J
hind ankle
King, (p) 2 19 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, right
I white. Foaled June 8, 1S80. Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Ai.mom .Ik., >."·I.
.·ι»
Record 2.20. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Ward well, 2.14 1-4; »;lob«·,
if. other*
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Ward well, (μ) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4: Anil

Black colt, largo stripe, front ankles
1002. Iirod at Village Farm.

All customers
over

THE NEXN

to

DECORATE.

COUNT

Shaved Ice per bushel 15c.
Shaved Ice per half bushel 10c.
WHOLESALE.

Portland Division.

REDUCED RATES.
$100.
$1.00.

per

25

20

Plumbing and Heating.

pounds daily

postal card

Handsomest stallion iu Maine. Kvery inch a king. Black stallion, whit·· ankle.*
behind, 10 hands, weighs 11(H) pound», owned by
JOHN B. KOBINSON, Oxford. Me.
WM, J. WIIEELEK, South Pari», Me.

Prices of Ieo for season of 1905 and

15

on a

will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
a
free
copy.
sample
bring you

of each

It la a wonderful tonic and builder of
Makes weakly chilflesh Bnd muicle.
For over 50
dren »trong and robust.
bv rnothers
yMri QMd an<l praised
at all drugsl»ta.
cento
33
everywhere.

at

South I'aris, Maine.
Your name and address

Thursday, June ι et, and tst Thuriday
Office !
following month.
hours, ίο :3ο a. m. to 4 p. m.
Eyes Examine»! free.

by worm·, are quickly repermanently cured by

lieved and

both of us to get away, bo we tossed up
Freight rates always
to see which of us should come." "How
lines.
other
nice. Such an original idea! And you
won?" "No," said the young man,
J. F. LISCOMB,

worn out woman cannot
eat or work; seems as if she
would fly to pieces. Hollister's Rocky
Mountain Tea makes strong nerves and
rich blood. 35 cents. Tea or Tablets.
F. A.Shurtleff A Co.; Orin Stevens.

CATARRH

THE
CLEAN «INU

v'easant to
Contains no Insqualls and heavy rains are frequent, jurious drug.
1b quickly Absorbed
but the characteristic of this region, It Gives
Relief at onc«.
which Is known also as the doldrums. ')pens and cleanses the
nowIs an oppressive calm. The name
Allays Inflammation
adays loses much of the significance Heals and Protects the Membrane. Restores
attached to it by sailors in the past, the Senses of Taste and Smell. Large Size S»
at Druggists or by mall. Trial Size l«c. by
who, if their ships ran into that region, cents,

At an "at home" a young man came to
Portlnnd to Boston,
the hostess, greeting her and apologizing
....
for his lateness. "Awfully glad to see Sia erooms,
you, Mr. R—said the hostess. "So
Steamers leave Franklin
good of you to come. But where is your
brother?" "I am commissioned to ten- Portland, and India Wharf,
that it was

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought

L. M. TUFTS,

ished "Rube" Into It.
But, oh, how different it seemed from
the hay he had been used to! It kickit
ed and struggled; it hurt his jaws:
choked him. He felt as the whale
Ue
must when he had Jonah inside.

She began by saying: "Our le&son this
morning will be all about the kitten.
Jobbing promptly attended to.
Now, can any little boy or girl tell me
No charge
connection.
which grows on the kitten—fur or Telephone
feathers?"
for team.
A dead silence followed for a minute,
Zj. M. Ijoneley,
when one little boy said in a loud voice:
Maine.
"G-o-o-d Lawd! Hain't you never seen a Norway,
kitten?"

now

CASTORIA
Sears the

Work

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Crass

busy just

GENUINE

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

R. ▲. Gray, J. P. Oakville, Ind.,
writes: "For ten years I was confined to
my bed with disease of my kidneys. It
was so severe that I could not move part
of the time. I consulted the very best
medical skill available, but could get no
relief until Foley's Kidney Cure was
recommended to me. It has been a
Godsend to me." F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.

we

Caetoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant, it
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm*
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrliœa and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

Mouldings s,J.

&

TEN YEARS IN BED.

You see,

What is CASTORIA

Mats, Mirrors

nocent one.
"Most assuredly," said the monkey.

self."

der his regrets.

Infant* and Children—Experience against Experiment*

and Pictures,

what u 'Hey, Itube,' Is."
"Is it good to eat?" queried the in-

/

"It beats me," asserted the temperance
a

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought» and which has been
in nee for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under ki.s personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow noone todeceivc 3011 in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Jnet-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the hcalî I: of

Picture Frames

4-s Idle us ii palntP<l ship
L'pjn η y.iinted ocean.

In UM For Over SO Yeara.
The Kind Ton Bar· Always Jkwfhl

agitator, "bow

OCW-N vv* v> vsSNw

a

PENETRATES.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve penetrates
the pcres of the skin, and by its antiseptic, rubifocient and healing influence it
subdues inflammation ana cures Boils,
Burns, Cuts, Eczema, Tetter, Ring Worm
and all skin diseases. A specific for
blind, bleeding, itching and protruding
Piles. The original and genuine Witch
Hazel Salve is made by E. C. DeWitt
A Co. and sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
SALVE

CASTORIA!

Relieves the Over-Charged Stomach
and Bowels, Quiets the Nerves
and Brings Restful
Sleep

ttoe parrot.
"A hay Rube?" asked Jumbo.
"Yes, a 'Hey, Rul>e.' If you'd been
in the circus longer you'd have known

VV\\\\\\\C

WWWvv

aid oan't be
Fooled bj
Substitutes

"Kindly send me by express
another bottle of "L. P." At- ._j
"*"■
wood's Bitters, t am unable
to obtain It In this city. Was IfflitatiOM
offered bitters put up by MoIn
ses Atwood In package resembling style
which the 'L P.' Is packed, but not knowing
anything of the value of other blttera, and
having known and loved the 'L. F.' Atwood's
Bitters for nearly thirty years. I am going to
continue using It."—G W. Chiut, 1036
N. 4314 St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

by the post there?"
"Why, that's a 'Hey, Rube,"' said

same

divorce march.
THE

l>

f

INTERESTING TO ASTHMA SUFFERERS.
Daniel Bante of Otterville, Iowa,
writes, "I have had asthma for three or
four years and have tried about ali the
AEOfND THE TENT 1IE ΤΟΚΕ.
cough and asthma cures in the market
"He
ought oj be good," thought Jumand have received treatment from physicians in New Tork and other cities, but bo, "if he's nay."
He looked longingly at the Jay with
got very little benefit until I tried
Foley's Iloney and Tar which gave me the grassy whiskers.
immediate relief and I will never be
"When no one is looking I will eat
without it in my house. I sincerely
he said.
hiui,"
recommend it to all. F. A. Shurtleff &
By and by the chance came. Jumbo
Co.
stole up close to the farmer, who was
bareback
Well, Bob Streeter has failed for a looking intently at the lady
Reaching out his long trnnk.
million and the creditors '11 get about rider.
he wound It about the "Hey, Rube,"
fifty thousand, I suppose.
Does Bob feel sore?
threw back his big head, opened his
Naturally, yes; fifty thousand is a little mouth and dropped the aston-

Σ

Chronic bronchial troubles and summer coughs can be quickly relieved and

The Innocent

Hat nid It

Thirty Yean

I rue JUV.

spanked.

"Yes," said the man
thinks alond, "that's why so many marriages are failures."
During
kidney irregulari"Why is it?" queried the party with
as much for your own
ties are often caused by excessive drink- you keep quite
the rubber habit.
pocket.
or
overheated.
Attend
the
to
ing
being
"The average young man thinks a girl
get out of temper if breakfast is
kidneys at once by using Foley's Kidney a Don't
be loved and pitied than
fraction of a minute late. An over- would rather
Cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
the noisy
clouded morning denotes a stormy day. dressed and fed," explained
Don't interfere in household matters. thinker.
"I'm undecided," said the dressy man,
"whether to get white flannel or linen That is your wife's department, and you
No good health unless the kidneys
know little or nothing about it.
trousers this summer."
are sound.
Foley's Kidney Cure makes
an
in
to
take
interest
Don't
remarked
neglect
"Well,"
Jokely, "there'·
the kidneys right. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
our wife's dress, and above all, allow
two things I'd never have for trousers.'*
"What? Flannel and linen?"
"No, a coat and λ vest."

Folks

Little

She objects to a small man or
Charming Hostess—Do have some of
a widower with six children.
cake. I don't believe you've ever
Miss Sarah C., of the University of my
tasted my own make!
"the
of
the
abolition
favors
Minnesota,
Delightful Foreigner—(wishing to be
proverbial maiden's blush and show of polite)—Indeed—indeed I have, and I
modesty, which too often divides honors assure you I did not wish to eat anything
between a veiled coquetry and an absurd
else for days after.
self-consciousness." She prefers "to
greet a man with a good, warm handIf in a kind of bilious mood,
clasp."
Ton wish an aid to digest food,
disfavor.
in
Good looks are rather
No other pill is half so good,
of
Miss E. D., of the University
Chicago,
As De Witt's Little Early Risers.
hus"would much rather have a homely
The Famous Little Pills Early Risers,
band with good moral qualities, a wide cure
constipation, Sick Headache, Bilfat
a
knowledge, many-sided character,
iousness, etc. They never gripe or
bank account, than a handsome husband
sicken, but impart early rising energy.
who lacked one of those characteristics." Good for either children or adults. Bob
But his moral character must not be
Moore, La Payette, Ind., says: "No use
aggressively good. Ab Miss Ruth H., of talking, DeWitt's Little Early Risers do
Ohio State University, says: "I do not
their work. All other pills I have used
want a prig. I detest that kind of man.
and make me sick. DeWitt's LitI want a man who knows the world and gripe
tle Early Risers brought the long sought
who has seen, but not lived, the phases
relief. They are perfect" Sola by F.
of life."
A. Shurtleff à Co.
A sufficient income is very necessary.
Mies Helen J. S., of Wellesley, thinks
Pond Mother—Tommy, darling, this is
that "moderate wealth seems almost a
yonr birthday. What would you like
or
man
to
possess
necessity for a young
best?
be capable of earning if he wishes a colTommy (after a moment's reflection)—
moderate
of
Ideas
a
wife."
for
lego girl
I think I should enjoy seeing the baby
world."

other pains in
the region of
the k i dneys.

MAINE.

E. W.

clever creature

ten

Only the

An Animal Story For

[t digests what you eat regardless of the
"The Ideal Husband."
condition of the stomaoh and conveys the
HouseNo. 104.—Addition*.
of
Good
In the current nnmber
nutrient properties to the blood and tieaccushave
and
an
is
a
letter
to
Add
gain
ingenuous sympo- iuea. This
keeping there
builds up and strengthens
"The
on
views
sium
of
tomed.
college girls'
Kodol cures Indithe entire system.
treat
The
Huaband."
conIdeal
girls
oollege
Add a letter to one and have to
Dyspepsia, Belching, Sour
seemwith
seriousness,
the
great
subject
Kodol
nect
maoh, Weak Heart, etc.
resolved that matrimony is inevitCure for what is sometimes
Add a letter to a large wooden vessel ingly
able and that it must be made the best Dyspepsia
sailed America's national disease—Dysand have a pipe.
of.
destined to eventually work a
Miss H„ of Smith College, aayi: "The pepsia—is
wonderful and lasting benefit to sufferers
Ho. ΙΟβ—An Atcd Traveler.
quickest way to change an ideal is to from this distressing and mind harassing
marry it." Miss H.'s ideal is "a big condition. Sold by P. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.
at home in her

the most severe

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,*

NORWAY,

or

Oonwpondenee on topic· of latere·* to the ladU
Is aooolted. Addie··: Editor Horaurou
COLumi. Oxford Democrat. Put*. Malso.

QUALITY VS. QUANTITY.
Hard muscle· and strong body do not
iepend on the quantity of food too eat,
traton its perfect digestion ana proper
issl milation. When yon take Koaol
yonr system gets all the
Dyspepsia Cure
nourishment oat of all the food you eat

Ktion,

Sidney Justus, fruit dealer, of Mentor,
"I was cured by Doan's
says:
Kidney Pills of a severe case of kidney
troubl· ο f

up stock.

hombmakbbs· column.

Variety Store, Norway.

.

Week ,«

put

